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Gromov–Witten theory of elliptic fibrations:
Jacobi forms and holomorphic anomaly equations

GEORG OBERDIECK

AARON PIXTON

We conjecture that the relative Gromov–Witten potentials of elliptic fibrations are
(cycle-valued) lattice quasi-Jacobi forms and satisfy a holomorphic anomaly equation.
We prove the conjecture for the rational elliptic surface in all genera and curve classes
numerically. The generating series are quasi-Jacobi forms for the lattice E8 . We
also show the compatibility of the conjecture with the degeneration formula. As
a corollary we deduce that the Gromov–Witten potentials of the Schoen Calabi–
Yau threefold (relative to P1 ) are E8 � E8 quasi-bi-Jacobi forms and satisfy a
holomorphic anomaly equation. This yields a partial verification of the BCOV
holomorphic anomaly equation for Calabi–Yau threefolds. For abelian surfaces the
holomorphic anomaly equation is proven numerically in primitive classes. The theory
of lattice quasi-Jacobi forms is reviewed.

In the appendix the conjectural holomorphic anomaly equation is expressed as a matrix
action on the space of (generalized) cohomological field theories. The compatibility
of the matrix action with the Jacobi Lie algebra is proven. Holomorphic anomaly
equations for K3 fibrations are discussed in an example.
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1416 Georg Oberdieck and Aaron Pixton

0 Introduction

0.1 Holomorphic anomaly equations

Gromov–Witten invariants of a nonsingular compact Calabi–Yau threefold X are
defined by the integrals

Ng;ˇ D

Z
ŒMg.X;ˇ/�vir

1;

where Mg.X; ˇ/ is the moduli space of stable maps from connected genus g curves
to X of degree ˇ 2 H2.X;Z/, and Œ��vir is its virtual fundamental class. Mirror
symmetry — see for example Alim, Scheidegger, Yau and Zhou [1], Bershadsky, Cecotti,
Ooguri and Vafa [3] and Hosono [14] — makes the following predictions about the
genus g potentials

Fg.q/D
X
ˇ

Ng;ˇq
ˇ
W

(i) There exists a finitely generated subring of quasimodular objects

R�QŒŒqˇ ��

(depending on X ) which contains all Fg.q/.

(ii) The series Fg.q/ satisfy holomorphic anomaly equations, ie recursive formulas
for the derivative of the modular completion of Fg with respect to the nonholo-
morphic variables.1

Here, the precise modular interpretation of Fg.q/ is part of the problem and not well
understood in general. Mathematically, the predictions (i) and (ii) are not known yet
for any (compact) Calabi–Yau threefold.2

0.2 The Schoen Calabi–Yau threefold

A rational elliptic surface R! P1 is the successive blowup of P2 along the base
points of a pencil of cubics containing a smooth member. Its second cohomology group
admits the splitting

H 2.R;Z/D SpanZ.B; F /
?

˚E8.�1/;

1In many cases R can be described explicitly by generators and relations, and (ii) is equivalent to
formulas for the formal derivative of Fg with respect to distinguished generators of the ring.

2The (noncompact) local P2 case was recently established in Lho and Pandharipande [26].
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Gromov–Witten theory of elliptic fibrations 1417

where B;F are the classes of a fixed section and a fiber respectively. Let also

W D BC 1
2
F:

Let R1; R2 be rational elliptic surfaces with disjoint sets of basepoints of singular
fibers. The Schoen Calabi–Yau threefold [40] is the fiber product

X DR1 �P1 R2 :

We have the commutative diagram of fibrations

(1)

X

R1 R2

P1

�2 �1

�

p1 p2

where �i are the elliptic fibrations induced by pi W Ri ! P1 . Let

Wi ; Fi 2H
2.Ri ;Q/ and E

.i/
8 .�1/�H 2.Ri ;Z/

denote the classes W;F and the E8–lattice on Ri , respectively. We have

H 2.X;Q/D hDi˚
�
h��1W2i˚�

�
1E

.2/
8 .�1/Q

�
˚
�
h��2W1i˚�

�
2E

.1/
8 .�1/Q

�
;

where we let h � i denote the Q–linear span, and D is the class of a fiber of � .

For all .g; k/ … f.0; 0/; .1; 0/g define3 the � –relative Gromov–Witten potential

(2) Fg;k.z1; z2; q1; q2/D
X

��ˇDkŒP1�

Ng;ˇq
W1�ˇ
1 q

W2�ˇ
2 e.z1 �ˇ/e.z2 �ˇ/;

where the sum is over all curve classes ˇ 2H2.X;Z/ of degree k over P1 , we have
suppressed pullbacks by �i , we write e.x/D exp.2�ix/ for all x 2C , and

zi 2E
.i/
8 .�1/˝C

is the (formal) coordinate on the E8 lattice of Ri .

A (weak) E8–Jacobi form is a holomorphic function of variables

q D e2�i� for � 2H and z 2E8˝C

3The cases .g; k/ 2 f.0; 0/; .1; 0/g are excluded since Ng;0 is not defined for g 2 f0; 1g .
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1418 Georg Oberdieck and Aaron Pixton

which is semi-invariant under the action of the Jacobi group, invariant under the Weyl
group of E8 and satisfies a growth condition at the cusp; we refer to Section 1 for
an introduction to Jacobi forms. The ring of weak E8–Jacobi forms JacE8 carries a
bigrading by weight ` 2 Z and index m 2 Z�0 ,

JacE8 D
M
`;m

JacE8;`;m:

Recall the second Eisenstein series

C2.q/D�
1

24
C

X
n�1

X
d jn

dqn:

By assigning C2 index 0 and weight 2 we have the bigraded extension

(3) fJacE8 D JacE8 ŒC2�D
M
`;m

fJacE8;`;m:

The ring (3) in the variables q D qi and zi 2E
.i/
8 is denoted by fJac.qi ;zi /E8

.

Recall also the modular discriminant

�.q/D q
Y
m�1

.1� qm/24:

We prove the following basic quasimodularity result.

Theorem 1 Every relative potential Fg;k is an E8 �E8 bi-quasi-Jacobi form

Fg;k.z1; z2; q1; q2/ 2
1

�.q1/k=2
fJac.q1;z1/

E8;`;k
˝

1

�.q2/k=2
fJac.q2;z2/

E8;`;k
;

where `D 2g� 2C 6k .

The appearance of E8 �E8 bi-quasi-Jacobi forms is in perfect agreement with pre-
dictions made using mirror symmetry; see Hosono, Saito and Stienstra [15], Hosono,
Saito and Takahashi [16] and Sakai [38].

The elements in JacE8 are Jacobi forms and therefore modular objects. The only
source of nonmodularity in fJacE8 and hence in Fg;k arises from the strictly quasi-
modular series C2.q/. We state a holomorphic anomaly equation which determines
the dependence on C2 explicitly.
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Gromov–Witten theory of elliptic fibrations 1419

Identify the lattice E.i/8 with the pair .Z8;QE8/, where QE8 is the (positive definite)
Cartan matrix of E8 ; see Section 1.5.4. For j 2 f1; 2g consider the differentiation
operators with respect to qj and zj D .zj;1; : : : ; zj;8/,

Dqj D
1

2�i

d

d�j
D qj

d

dqj
; Dzj;` D

1

2�i

d

dzj;`
:

Theorem 2 Every Fg;k satisfies the holomorphic anomaly equation

d

dC2.q2/
Fg;k

D

�
2kDq1 �

8X
i;jD1

.Q�1E8/ijDz1;iDz1;j C 24kC2.q1/
�
Fg�1;k

C

X
gDg1Cg2
kDk1Ck2

�
2k1Fg1;k1 �Dq1Fg2;k2�

8X
i;jD1

.Q�1E8/ijDz1;i .Fg1;k1/�Dz1;j .Fg2;k2/
�
:

Since X is symmetric in R1; R2 up to a deformation, the potentials Fg;k are symmetric
under interchanging .zi ; qi /:

Fg;k.z1; z2; q1; q2/D Fg;k.z2; z1; q2; q1/:

Hence Theorem 2 determines also the dependence of Fg;k on C2.q1/.

Theorems 1 and 2 show quasimodularity and the holomorphic anomaly equation for
the Gromov–Witten potentials of X relative to P1 . This provides a partial verification
of the absolute case of (i)–(ii). It also leads to modular properties when the Gromov–
Witten potentials are summed over the genus as follows. Consider the topological string
partition function (ie the generating series of disconnected Gromov–Witten invariants)
of the Schoen geometry

Z.t; u; z1; z2; q1; q2/D exp
�X
g�0

X
ˇ>0

Ng;ˇu
2g�2tD�ˇq

W1�ˇ
1 q

W2�ˇ
2 e.z1 �ˇ/e.z2 �ˇ/

�
:

Under a variable change, this Z is the generating series of the Donaldson–Thomas
(or Pandharipande–Thomas) invariants of the threefold X ; see Pandharipande and
Pixton [36]. For any curve class ˛ 2H2.R1;Z/ of some degree k over the base P1 ,
consider the coefficient

Z˛.u; z2; q2/D ŒZ.t; u; z1; z2; q1; q2/�tkqW1�˛e.z1�˛/
:
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1420 Georg Oberdieck and Aaron Pixton

We write .z; q/ for .z2; q2/, and work under the variable change u D 2�z and
q D e2�i� . We then have the following.

Corollary 3 Under the variable change uD 2�z and qD e2�i�, the series Z˛.z; z; �/

satisfies the modular transformation law of Jacobi forms of weight �6 and index�
1
2
h˛� c1.R1/; ˛i

�
˚
k
2
QE8 ; that is, for all  D

�
a
b
c
d

�
2 SL2.Z/,

Z˛

�
z

c�Cd
;

z

c�Cd
;
a�Cb

c�Cd

�
D �./kC1.c� C d/�6e

�
c

2.c�Cd/

�
kzTQE8zC z

2
h˛� c1.R1/; ˛i

��
Z˛.z; z; �/;

where �./ 2 f˙1g is determined by �
1
2 .�/D �./.c� C d/6�

1
2 .�/.

By Theorem 1 the series Z˛ also satisfies the elliptic transformation law of Jacobi
forms in the variable z. The elliptic transformation law in the genus variable u is
conjectured by Huang, Katz and Klemm [17] and corresponds to the expected symmetry
of Donaldson–Thomas invariants under the Fourier–Mukai transforms by the Poincaré
sheaf of �2 ; see Oberdieck and Shen [34]. Hence conjecturally we find that Z˛ is a
meromorphic Jacobi form (of weight and index as in Corollary 3).

We end our discussion with two concrete examples. Expand the partition function Z

by the degree over the base P1 :

Z.t; u; z1; z2; q1; q2/D

1X
kD0

Zk.u; z1; z2; q1; q2/t
k :

By a basic degeneration argument in degree 0 we have

Z0 D
1

�.q1/
1
2�.q2/

1
2

:

In degree 1 the Igusa cusp form conjecture (see Oberdieck and Pixton [33, Theorem 1])
and an analysis of the sections of � W X ! P1 yields

Z1 D
‚E8.z1; q1/‚E8.z2; q2/

�10.eiu; q1; q2/
;

where �10 is the Igusa cusp form, a Siegel modular form, defined by

�10.p; q1; q2/D pq1q2
Y

.k;d1;d2/>0

.1�pkq
d1
1 q

d2
2 /

c.4d1d2�k
2/;
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Gromov–Witten theory of elliptic fibrations 1421

with c.n/ being coefficients of a certain �0.4/–modular form (see [33, Section 0.2]),
and

‚E8.z; �/D
X
2Z8

q
1
2
TQE8e.zTQE8/

is the Riemann theta function of the E8–lattice. The general relationship of Zk to
Siegel modular forms for k > 1 is yet to be found.

0.3 Beyond Calabi–Yau threefolds and the proof

Recently it became clear that we should expect properties (i)–(ii) not only for Calabi–
Yau threefolds but also for varieties X (of arbitrary dimension) which are Calabi–Yau
relative to a base B , ie those which admit a fibration

� W X ! B

whose generic fiber has trivial canonical class. The potential Fg.q/ is replaced here by
a � –relative Gromov–Witten potential which takes values in cycles on Mg;n.B; k/, the
moduli space of stable maps to the base. In this paper we conjecture and develop such
a theory for elliptic fibrations with section. Our main theoretical result is a conjectural
link between the Gromov–Witten theory of elliptic fibrations and the theory of lattice
quasi-Jacobi forms. This framework allows us to conjecture a holomorphic anomaly
equation.4

The elliptic curve (or more generally, trivial elliptic fibrations) is the simplest case of
our conjecture and was proven in [33]. In this paper we prove the following new cases
(see Section 5.3):

(a) The P1–relative Gromov–Witten potentials of the rational elliptic surface are
E8–quasi-Jacobi forms numerically.5

(b) The holomorphic anomaly equation holds for the rational elliptic surface numer-
ically.

In particular, (a) solves the complete descendent Gromov–Witten theory of the rational
elliptic surface in terms of E8–quasi-Jacobi forms. We also show:

(c) The quasi-Jacobi form property and the holomorphic anomaly equation are
compatible with the degeneration formula (Section 4.6).

4See Section 2 for details on the conjectures.
5That is, after specialization to Q–valued Gromov–Witten invariants.
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1422 Georg Oberdieck and Aaron Pixton

These results directly lead to a proof of Theorems 1 and 2 as follows. The Schoen
Calabi–Yau X admits a degeneration

X .R1 �E2/[E1�E2 .E1 �R2/;

where Ei �Ri are smooth elliptic fibers. By the degeneration formula (see Li [28])
we are reduced to studying the case Ri �Ej . By the product formula (see Lee and
Qu [25]) the claim then follows from the holomorphic anomaly equation for the rational
elliptic surface and the elliptic curve [33].

For completeness we also prove the following case:

(d) The holomorphic anomaly equation holds for the reduced Gromov–Witten theory
of the abelian surface in primitive classes numerically.

An overview of the state of the art on holomorphic anomaly equations and the results
of the paper is given in Table 1.

0.4 Overview of the paper

In Section 1 we review the theory of lattice quasi-Jacobi forms. We introduce the
derivations induced by the nonholomorphic completions, prove some structure results,
and discuss examples. In Section 2 we present the main conjectures of the paper.
We conjecture that the � –relative Gromov–Witten theory of an elliptic fibration is
expressed by quasi-Jacobi forms and satisfies a holomorphic anomaly equation with
respect to the modular parameter. In Section 3 we discuss implications of the con-
jectures of Section 2. In particular, we deduce the weight of the quasi-Jacobi form,
present a holomorphic anomaly equation with respect to the elliptic parameter, and
prove that under good conditions the Gromov–Witten potentials satisfy the elliptic
transformation law of Jacobi forms. The relationship to higher-level quasimodular forms
is discussed. In Section 4 we extend the conjectures of Section 2 to the Gromov–Witten
theory of X relative to a divisor D , when both admit compatible elliptic fibrations.
We show that the conjectural holomorphic anomaly equation is compatible with the
degeneration formula. In Section 5 we study the rational elliptic surface. We show
that the conjecture holds in all degrees and genera after specializing to numerical
Gromov–Witten invariants; in particular we show that the Gromov–Witten potentials
are E8 quasi-Jacobi forms (Section 5.3). The idea of the proof is to adapt a calculation
scheme of Maulik, Pandharipande and Thomas [31] and show every step preserves
the conjectured properties. In Section 6 we prove Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 3.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)



Gromov–Witten theory of elliptic fibrations 1423

dim geometry modularity HAE comments

1
elliptic curves SL2.Z/–quasimodular yes cycle-valued [33]
elliptic orbifold P1s �.n/–quasimodular yes cycle-valued [32]

(except case .24/)

K3 surfaces SL2.Z/–quasimodular yes numerically,
primitive only [31; 33]

2 abelian surfaces SL2.Z/–quasimodular yes numerically,
primitive only [6]

rational elliptic E8–quasi-Jacobi forms yes numerically,
surface relative P1

local P2 explicit generators yes cycle-valued [26]
3 formal quintic explicit generators yes cycle-valued [26]

Schoen CY3 E8�E8–bi-quasi-Jacobi forms yes numerically,
relative P1

Table 1: List of geometries for which modularity and holomorphic anomaly
equations (HAE) are known. The bold entries are proven in this paper. Cycle-
valued = as Gromov–Witten classes on Mg;n ; numerically = as numerical
Gromov–Witten invariants; primitive = for primitive curve classes only;
relative B = relative to the base B of a Calabi–Yau fibration.

In Section 7 we numerically prove a holomorphic anomaly equation for the reduced
Gromov–Witten theory of abelian surfaces in primitive classes.

In Appendix A we introduce weak B –valued field theories and define a matrix action
on the space of these theories. This generalizes the Givental R–matrix action on
cohomological field theories. We express the conjectural holomorphic anomaly equation
as a matrix action and discuss the compatibility with the Jacobi Lie algebra. In
Appendix B we discuss relative holomorphic anomaly equations for K3 fibrations in
an example.

0.5 Conventions

We always work with integral cohomology modulo torsion; in particular, H�.X;Z/ will
stand for singular cohomology of X modulo torsion. On smooth connected projective
varieties we identify cohomology with homology classes via Poincaré duality. A curve
class is the homology class of a (possibly empty) algebraic curve. Given x 2 C we
write e.x/ D e2�ix . Results conditional on conjectures are denoted by Lemma*,
Proposition*, etc.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)
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1 Lattice Jacobi forms

1.1 Overview

In Section 1.2 we briefly recall quasimodular forms following Kaneko and Zagier [20]
and Bloch and Okounkov [4]. Subsequently we give a modest introduction to lattice
quasi-Jacobi forms. Lattice Jacobi forms were defined in [45] and an introduction can
be found in [43]. A definition of quasi-Jacobi forms of rank 1 appeared in [29], and
for higher rank can be found in [24].

1.2 Modular forms

1.2.1 Definition Let H D f� 2 C j Im.�/ > 0g be the upper half-plane, and set
q D e2�i� . A modular form of weight k is a holomorphic function f .�/ on H

satisfying

(4) f

�
a� C b

c� C d

�
D .c� C d/kf .�/

for all
�
a
b
c
d

�
2 SL2.Z/ and admitting a Fourier expansion in jqj< 1 of the form

(5) f .�/D

1X
nD0

anq
n; an 2C:

An almost holomorphic function is a function

F.�/D

sX
iD0

fi .�/
1

yi
; y D Im.�/;

on H such that every fi has a Fourier expansion in jqj< 1 of the form (5).

An almost holomorphic modular form of weight k is an almost holomorphic function
which satisfies the transformation law (4).

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)



Gromov–Witten theory of elliptic fibrations 1425

A quasimodular form of weight k is a function f .�/ for which there exists an almost
holomorphic modular form

P
i fiy

�i of weight k with f0 D f .

We let AHM� (resp. QMod� ) be the ring of almost holomorphic modular forms
(resp. quasimodular forms) graded by weight. The “constant term” map

(6) AHM! QMod;
X
i

fiy
�i
7! f0;

is well-defined and an isomorphism [20; 4].

1.2.2 Differential operators The nonholomorphic variable

� D
1

8�y

transforms under the action of
�
a
b
c
d

�
2 SL2.Z/ on H as

(7) �

�
a� C b

c� C d

�
D .c� C d/2�.�/C

c.c� C d/

4�i
:

We consider � and � here as independent variables and define operators

Dq D
1

2�i

d

d�
D q

d

dq
; D� D

d

d�
:

Since � and � are independent we have

Dq� D 0; D�� D 0:

A direct calculation using (7) shows the ring AHM� admits the derivations

yDq D .Dq � 2k�C 2�
2D�/W AHMk! AHMkC2;

D� D
d

d�
W AHMk! AHMk�2:

Since yDq acts as Dq on the constant term in y we conclude that Dq preserves
quasimodular forms:

DqW QModk! QModkC2:

Similarly, define the anomaly operator

TqW QModk! QModk�2

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)



1426 Georg Oberdieck and Aaron Pixton

to be the map which acts by D� under the constant term isomorphism (6). The following
diagrams therefore commute:

QModk AHMk QModk AHMk

QModkC2 AHMkC2 QModk�2 AHMk�2

Dq

Š

yDq Tq

Š

D�

Š Š

The commutator relation ŒD� ; yDq�
ˇ̌
AHMk

D�2k � idAHMk yields

ŒTq;Dq�
ˇ̌
QModk

D�2k � idQModk :

The operator Tq allows us to describe the modular transformation of quasimodular
forms.

Lemma 4 For any f .�/ 2 QModk we have

f

�
a� C b

c� C d

�
D

mX
`D0

1

`Š

�
�
c

4�i

�̀
.c� C d/k�`T`qf .�/:

Proof Let F.�/ D
Pm
iD0 fi .�/�

i be the almost holomorphic modular form with
associated quasimodular form f .�/ D f0.�/. Let A D

�
a
b
c
d

�
, j D c� C d and

˛ D c
4�i

. We claim

fr.A�/D

mX
`Dr

.�˛/`�r

 
l

r

!
j k�r�`f`.�/

for all r . The left-hand side is uniquely determined from F.A�/D j kF.�/ by solving
recursively from the highest � coefficients on. One checks the given equation is
compatible with this constraint.

1.2.3 Eisenstein series Let Bk be the Bernoulli numbers. The Eisenstein series

Ck.�/D�
Bk

k � kŠ
C
2

kŠ

X
n�1

X
d jn

dk�1qn

are modular forms of weight k for every even k > 2. In the case k D 2 we have

C2

�
a� C b

c� C d

�
D .c� C d/2C2.�/�

c.c� C d/

4�i

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)



Gromov–Witten theory of elliptic fibrations 1427

for all
�
a
b
c
d

�
2 SL2.Z/. Hence

(8) bC 2.�/D bC 2.�; �/D C2.�/C �
is almost holomorphic and C2 is quasimodular (of weight 2).

It is well-known that

(9) QModDQŒC2; C4; C6�; AHMDQŒbC 2; C4; C6�
and the inverse to the constant term map (6) is

QMod! AHM; f .C2; C4; C6/ 7! bf D f .bC 2; C4; C6/:
In particular,

Tq D
d

dC2
:

Remark 1 Once the structure result (9) is known we can immediately work with
d=dC2 and we do not need to talk about transformation laws. However, below in the
context of quasi-Jacobi forms we do not have such strong results at hand and we will use
an abstract definition of Tq instead (though see Section 1.3.4 for a version of d=dC2 ).

1.3 Jacobi forms

1.3.1 Definition Consider variables z D .z1; : : : ; zn/ 2 Cn . Let k 2 Z, and let L
be a rational n�n matrix such that 2L is integral and has even diagonals.6

A weak Jacobi form of weight k and index L is a holomorphic function �.z; �/ on
Cn �H satisfying

(10)
�

�
z

c� C d
;
a� C b

c� C d

�
D .c� C d/ke

�
cztLz

c� C d

�
�.z; �/;

�.zC�� C�; �/D e.��tL�� � 2�tLz/�.z; �/

for all
�
a
b
c
d

�
2 SL2.Z/ and �;� 2Zn , and admitting a Fourier expansion of the form

(11) �.z; �/D
X
n�0

X
r2Zn

c.n; r/qn�r

6This is the weakest condition on L for which the second equation in (10) can be nontrivially satisfied.
Indeed, if the condition is violated then �TL� is not integral in general and hence the q–expansion of �
is fractional which contradicts (11).
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1428 Georg Oberdieck and Aaron Pixton

in jqj< 1; here we used the notation

�r D e.z � r/D e

�X
i

ziri

�
D

Y
i

�
ri
i

with �i D e.zi /.

We will call the first equation in (10) the modular, and the second equation in (10) the
elliptic transformation law of Jacobi forms.

By definition, weak Jacobi forms are allowed to have poles at cusps. If the index L
is positive definite then a (holomorphic) Jacobi form is a weak Jacobi form which is
holomorphic at cusps, or equivalently, satisfies c.n; r/D 0 unless r tL�1r � 4n. We
will not use this stronger notion and all the Jacobi forms are considered here to be
weak.

1.3.2 Quasi-Jacobi forms For every i consider the real-analytic function

˛i .z; �/D
zi �xzi

� �x�
D

Im.zi /
Im.�/

and define

˛ D .˛1; : : : ; ˛n/:

We have the transformations

˛

�
z

c� C d
;
a� C b

c� C d

�
D .c� C d/˛.z; �/� cz;

˛.zC�� C�; �/D ˛.z; �/C�

for all
�
a
b
c
d

�
2 SL2.Z/ and �;� 2 Zn .

An almost holomorphic function on Cn �H is a function

ˆ.z; �/ D
X
i�0

X
jD.j1;:::;jn/

2.Z�0/n

�i;j .z; �/�
i˛j ; where ˛j D ˛j11 � � �˛

jn
n ;

such that each of the finitely many nonzero �i;j .z; �/ is holomorphic and admits a
Fourier expansion of the form (11) in the region jqj< 1.

An almost holomorphic weak Jacobi form of weight k and index L is an almost
holomorphic function ˆ.z; �/ which satisfies the transformation law (10) of weak
Jacobi forms of weight k and index L.
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A quasi-Jacobi form of weight k and index L is a function �.z; �/ on Cn �H such
that there exists an almost holomorphic weak Jacobi form

P
i;j �i;j �

i˛j of weight k
and index L with �0;0 D � .

We let AHJk;L (resp. QJack;L ) be the vector space of almost holomorphic weak
(resp. quasi-) Jacobi forms of weight k and index L. The vector space of index L
quasi-Jacobi forms is denoted by

QJacL D
M
k2Z

QJack;L:

Multiplication of functions endows the direct sum

QJacD
M
L

QJacL;

where L runs over all rational n� n matrices such that 2L is integral and has even
diagonals, with a commutative ring structure. We call QJac the algebra of quasi-Jacobi
forms on n variables.

Lemma 5 The constant term map

AHJk;L! QJack;L;
X
i;j

�i;j �
i˛j 7! �0;0;

is well-defined and an isomorphism.

Proof Parallel to the rank 1 case in [29].

1.3.3 Differential operators Consider � , � , zi and ˛i as independent variables
and recall the Fourier variables q D e2�i� and �i D e2�izi . Define the differential
operators

Dq D
1

2�i

d

d�
D q

d

dq
; D� D

d

d�
; D�iD

1

2�i

d

dzi
D �i

d

d�i
; D˛iD

d

d˛i
:

A direct check using the transformation laws (10) shows

D� W AHJk;L! AHJk�2;L and D˛i W AHJk;L! AHJk�1;L:

Define anomaly operators Tq and T˛i by the commutative diagrams

QJack;L AHJk QJack;L AHJk

QJack�2;L AHJk�2;L QJack�1;L AHJk�1;L

Tq

Š

D� T˛i

Š

D˛i

Š Š

where the horizontal maps are the “constant term” maps.
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1430 Georg Oberdieck and Aaron Pixton

Similarly, we have operators7

yDq D

�
Dq � 2k�C 2�

2D� C

nX
iD1

˛iD�i C˛
TL˛

�
W AHJk;L! AHJkC2;L;

yD�i D .D�i C 2˛
TLei � 2�D˛i /W AHJk;L! AHJkC1;L;

where ei D .ıij /j is the i th standard basis vector in Cn . Since yDq and yD�i act as Dq
and D�i on the constant term, we find that Dq and D�i act on quasi-Jacobi forms:

DqW QJack;L! QJackC2;L; D�i W QJack;L! QJackC1;L:

For �D .�1; : : : ; �n/ 2 Zn we will write

D� D

nX
iD1

�iD�i ; T� D

nX
iD1

�iT˛i :

The commutation relations of the above operators read8

(12)
ŒTq;Dq�

ˇ̌
QJack;L

D�2k � idQJack;L ; ŒT�;Dq�DD�;

ŒT�;D��
ˇ̌
QJack;L

D 2.�TL�/ � idQJack;L ; ŒTq;D��D�2T�;

and
ŒDq;D��D ŒD�;D��D ŒTq;T��D ŒT�; T��D 0

for all �;� 2 Zn .

Lemma 6 Let � 2 QJacL . Then

�.zC�� C�; �/D e.��tL�� � 2�tLz/
X
`�0

.�1/i

i Š
Ti��.z; �/

D e.��tL�� � 2�tLz/ exp.�T�/�.z; �/:

Proof Since the claimed formula is compatible with addition on Zn , we may assume
�D ei . Let ˆ be the nonholomorphic completion of � . We expand

ˆD
X
j�0

�j˛
j
i ;

7See [7, Section 2] for a Lie algebra presentation of these operators.
8The operators Tq , T� , Dq and D� as well as the weight and index grading operators define an

action of the Lie algebra of the semi-direct product of SL2.C/ with a Heisenberg group on the space
QJacL ; see [45, Section 1], [7, Section 2] and also [8, Theorem 1.4].
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where �j depends on all variables except ˛i (these variables are invariant under
z 7! zC ei� ). Then a direct check shows that the claimed formula is determined by,
and compatible with, the relation

ˆ.zC ei�/D e.�e
t
iLei� � 2eiLz/ˆ.z/:

Lemma 7 Let � 2 QJack;L be such that T�� D 0 for all � 2 Zn . Then

�

�
a� C b

c� C d

�
D e

�
czTLz

c� C d

�X
`�0

1

`Š

�
�
c

4�i

�̀
.c� C d/k�`T`q�.�/:

Proof Since T�� D 0 for all �, the nonholomorphic completion of � is of the form
ˆ.z; �/D

P
i�0 �i .z; �/�

i , where �i are holomorphic and in
T
� Ker.T�/. The same

proof as Lemma 4 applies now.

1.3.4 Rewriting Tq as d=dC2 Define the vector space of quasi-Jacobi forms which
are annihilated by Tq by

QJac0L D Ker.TqW QJacL! QJacL/:

We have the following structure result, whose proof is essentially identical to [4,
Proposition 3.5] and which we therefore omit.

Lemma 8 QJacL D QJac0L˝C CŒC2�:

By the lemma every quasi-Jacobi form can be uniquely written as a polynomial in C2 .
In particular, the formal derivative d=dC2 is well-defined. Comparing with (8) we
conclude that

Tq D
d

dC2
W QJacL! QJacL:

1.3.5 Specialization to quasimodular forms By setting z D 0, the quasi-Jacobi
forms of weight k and index L specialize to weight k quasimodular forms:

AHJk;L! AHMk; F .z; �/ 7! F.0; �/;

QJack;L! QModk; f .z; �/ 7! f .0; �/:

The specialization maps commute with the operators Tq .
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1.4 Theta decomposition and periods

We discuss theta decompositions of quasi-Jacobi forms if the index L is positive
definite. For this we will need to work with several more general notions of modular
forms than what we have defined above (eg for congruence subgroups, of half-integral
weight, or vector-valued). Since we do not need the results of this section for the main
arguments of the paper we will not introduce these notions here and instead refer to [43]
and [39].9

Assume L is positive definite, and for every x 2 Zn=2LZn define the index L theta
function

#L;x.z; �/ D
X
r2Zn

r�x mod 2LZn

e
�
� 1
4
rTL�1r C rT z

�
:

Let Mp2.Z/ be the metaplectic double cover of SL2.Z/ and consider the ringfJack;L D
\
�2Zn

Ker.T�W QJack;L! QJackC1;L/:

Proposition 9 Assume L is positive definite and let f 2 QJack;m .

(i) There exist (finitely many) unique quasi-Jacobi forms fd 2 fJack�Pi di ;L , where
d D .d1; : : : ; dn/ 2 Zn

�0 , such that

f .z; �/D
X
d

D
d1
�1
� � �D

dn
�n
fd .z; �/:

(ii) Every fd .z; �/ above can be expanded as

fd .z; �/D
X

x2Zn=2LZn

hk;x.�/#L;x.z; �/;

where .hk;x/x is a vector-valued weakly holomorphic quasimodular form for
the dual of the Weil representation of Mp2.Z/ on Zn=2LZn .

The quasimodular forms .hk;x/x of (ii) are weakly holomorphic (ie have poles at
cusps) since we define our quasi-Jacobi forms as almost holomorphic versions of weak-
Jacobi forms. The quasi-Jacobi forms for which .hk;x/x are holomorphic correspond
to holomorphic Jacobi forms (which require a stronger vanishing condition on their
Fourier coefficients).

9The results of Section 1.4 are essential only for Section 3.5, which is not used later on. Proposition 10
also appears in Section 7.3, but in this case the lattice 2L is unimodular and hence we can use
Proposition 12 to reprove Proposition 10 without additional theory.
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Proof of Proposition 9 (i) Let F be the completion of f and consider the expansion

F D
X

jD.j1;:::;jn/

fj .z; �; �/˛
j :

Let j be a maximal index, ie fjCei D 0 for every i , where ei is the standard basis.
Then T�fj D 0 for every � and hence fj 2 fJack�jj j;L . Replacing f by

f � .D 1
2
L�1e1

/j1 � � � .D 1
2
L�1en

/jnfj ;

the claim follows by induction.

(ii) The existence of hk;x.�/ follows from the elliptic transformation law. For the
modularity see [43, Section 4].

The level of L is the smallest positive integer ` such that 1
2
`L�1 has integral entries

and even diagonal entries. Let

�.`/� �Mp2.Z/

be the lift of the congruence subgroup �.`/ to Mp2.Z/ defined in [43, Section 2].

Given a function f D
P
r2Zn cr.�/�

r with �r D e.ztr/, let

Œf ��� D c�.�/

denote the coefficient of �� .

Proposition 10 Assume L is positive definite of level `, and let f 2 QJack;L .

(i) For every � 2 Zn , the coefficient

Œf �� WD q
� 1
4
�TL�1�Œf ���

is a weakly holomorphic quasimodular form for �.`/� , of weight � k� n
2

. If
�D 0 then Œf �� is homogeneous of weight k� n

2
.

(ii) We have

TqŒf �� D ŒTqf ��C
1

2

nX
a;bD1

.L�1/abŒT�aT�bf ��:

In Proposition 10(ii) we used an extension of the operator Tq to quasimodular forms for
congruence subgroups. The existence of this operator follows, parallel to Section 1.2,
from the arguments of [20].
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The ��–coefficients of Jacobi forms are sometimes referred to as periods. A quasi-
modularity result for the periods of certain multivariable elliptic functions (certain
meromorphic Jacobi forms of index LD 0) has been obtained in [33, Appendix A].
The formula in [33, Theorem 7] is similar to the above but requires a much more
delicate argument.

Proof of Proposition 10 (i) The Weil representation restricts to the trivial represen-
tation on �.`/; see [39, Proposition 4.3]. Hence the hk;x are �.`/�–quasimodular by
Proposition 9(ii).

(ii) For the second part we consider the expansion

(13) f .z; �/ D
X

x2Zn=2LZn

X
d

hk;x.�/D
d1
�1
� � �D

dn
�n
#L;x.z; �/;

which follows from combining both parts of Proposition 9. Let

T� D
1

2

nX
a;bD1

.L�1/abTeaTeb :

By (12) we have ŒTq;D��D�ŒT�;D�� for every �. Since #L;x is a Jacobi form (for
a congruence subgroup10) we also have Tq#L;x D T�#L;x D 0. This implies

TqD
d1
�1
� � �D

dn
�n
#L;x.z; �/D�T�D

d1
�1
� � �D

dn
�n
#L;x.z; �/:

Hence applying Tq to (13) yields

Tqf D
X
x;d

�
Tq.hk;x/D

d1
�1
� � �D

dn
�n
#L;x � hk;xT�D

d1
�1
� � �D

dn
�n
#L;x

�
D

�X
x;d

Tq.hk;x/D
d1
�1
� � �D

dn
�n
#L;x

�
�T�f:

The claim follows by taking the coefficient of �� .

Corollary 11 QJack;L is finite-dimensional for every weight k and positive definite
index L.

Proof By Proposition 9 the space fJack;L is isomorphic to a space of meromorphic
vector-valued quasimodular forms of some fixed weight k for which the order of

10We extend the operators Tq and T� here to quasi-Jacobi forms for congruence subgroups. The
commutation relations are identical.
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poles at the cusps is bounded by a constant depending only on L. In particular, it is
finite-dimensional and vanishes for k� 0. The claim now follows from the first part
of Proposition 9.

1.5 Examples

1.5.1 Rank 0 If the lattice ƒ has rank 0, a quasi-Jacobi form of weight k is a
quasimodular form of the same weight.

1.5.2 Rank 1 lattice The ring of quasi-Jacobi forms in the rank 1 case has been
determined and studied by Libgober in [29].

1.5.3 Half-unimodular index Let Q be positive definite and unimodular of rank n.
We describe the ring of quasi-Jacobi forms of index LD 1

2
Q . The main example is

the Riemann theta function

(14) ‚Q.z; �/D
X
2Zn

q
1
2
TQe.zTQ/;

which is a Jacobi form11 of weight n
2

and index 1
2
Q ,

‚Q.z; �/ 2 Jacn
2
; 1
2
Q:

The following structure result shows that this is essentially the only Jacobi form that
we need to consider in this index.

Proposition 12 Let Q be positive definite and unimodular. Then every f 2QJack; 1
2
Q

can be uniquely written as a finite sum

f D
X

dD.d1;:::;dn/

fd .�/D
d1
�1
� � �D

dn
�n
‚Q.z; �/;

where fd 2 QModk�Pi di for every d . In particular, for every � 2 Zn we have

q�
1
4
�TQ�1�Œf ��� 2 QMod�k :

Proof Parallel to the proof of Proposition 9.

11Since Q is unimodular the theta function satisfies the transformation laws for the full modular group
and not just a subgroup [45, Section 3].
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1.5.4 The E8 lattice and E8 –Jacobi forms Consider the Cartan matrix of the E8
lattice,

QE8 D

0BBBBBBBBB@

2 �1 0 0 0 0 0 0
�1 2 �1 0 0 0 0 0
0 �1 2 �1 0 0 0 0
0 0 �1 2 �1 0 0 0
0 0 0 �1 2 �1 0 �1
0 0 0 0 �1 2 �1 0
0 0 0 0 0 �1 2 0
0 0 0 0 �1 0 0 2

1CCCCCCCCCA
:

We define a natural subspace of the space of Jacobi forms of index m
2
QE8 .

A weak E8–Jacobi form of weight k and index m is a weak Jacobi form � of weight k
and index LD m

2
QE8 which satisfies

�.w.z/; �/D �.z; �/

for all w 2W.E8/, where W.E8/ is the Weyl group of E8 . We let

JacE8;k;m � Jack;m
2
QE8

be the ring of weak E8–Jacobi forms.

Practically the subspace of E8–Jacobi forms is much smaller than the large space of
Jacobi forms of index m

2
QE8 . The first example of an E8–Jacobi form is the theta

function ‚E8 defined in (14). Further examples and a conjectural structure result for
the ring of weak E8–Jacobi forms can be found in [37].

2 Elliptic fibrations and conjectures

2.1 Elliptic fibrations

2.1.1 Definition Let X and B be nonsingular projective varieties and let

� W X ! B

be an elliptic fibration, ie a flat morphism with fibers connected curves of arithmetic
genus 1. We always assume � satisfies the following properties:12

(i) All fibers of � are integral.

(ii) There exists a section �W B!X .

(iii) H 2;0.X;C/DH 0.X;�2X /D 0.
12After Conjecture B we discuss how these assumptions can be removed.
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2.1.2 Cohomology Let B0 2H 2.X/ be the class of the section �, and let N� be the
normal bundle of �. We define the divisor class

W D B0�
1
2
��c1.N�/:

Consider the endomorphisms of H�.X/ defined by

TC.˛/D .�
���˛/[W and T�.˛/D �

���.˛[W /

for all ˛ 2H�.X/. The maps T˙ satisfy the relations

T 2C D TC; T 2� D T�; TCT� D T�TC D 0:

The cohomology of X therefore splits as13

(15) H�.X/DH�C˚H
�
�˚H

�
?;

where H�
˙
D Im.T˙/ and H�

?
D Ker.TC/\Ker.T�/.

We have the relation

hTC.˛/; ˛
0
i D h˛; T�.˛

0/i for ˛; ˛0 2H�.X/;

where h ; i is the intersection pairing on H�.X/. Therefore

hH�C;H
�
Ci D hH

�
�;H

�
�i D hH

�
˙;H

�
?i D 0:

Consider the isomorphisms

H�.B/!H��; ˛ 7! ��.˛/;

H�.B/!H�C; ˛ 7! ��.˛/[W:

The pairing between H�
C

and H�� is determined by the compatibilityZ
B

˛ �˛0 D

Z
X

��.˛/ � .��.˛0/ �W / for all ˛; ˛0 2H�.B/:

2.1.3 The lattice ƒ Let F 2H2.X;Z/ be the class of a fiber of � and consider the
Z–lattice

ZF ˚ ��H2.B;Z/�H2.X;Z/:

Its orthogonal complement in the dual space H 2.X;Z/ is the Z–lattice

(16) ƒD .QF ˚ ��H2.B;Z//
?
�H 2.X;Z/:

13The subspaces HC , H� and H? are the .C1/–, .�1/– and 0–eigenspaces, respectively, of the
endomorphism of H�.X/ defined by ˛ 7! ŒW [ ; �����˛ DW [�

���.˛/��
���.W [˛/ .
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Since QF ˚ ��H2.B;Z/ generates H2;C˚H2;� over Q, we have

ƒ�H 2
?; ƒ˝QDH 2

?:

Let k1; : : : ; kr be an integral basis14 of H2.B;Z/ and let k�i 2H
2.B;Z/ be a dual

basis. The projection

p?W H
2.X;Q/!H 2

?

with respect to the splitting (15) acts on ˛ 2H 2.X/ by

p?.˛/D ˛� .˛ �F /B0�

rX
iD1

�
.˛� .˛ �F /B0/ � ��ki

�
��k�i ;

and is therefore defined over Z. Hence the inclusion (16) splits.

2.1.4 Variables Consider a fixed integral basis of the free abelian group ƒ,

b1; : : : ; bn 2ƒ:

We will identify an element zD .z1; : : : ; zn/2Cn with the element
Pn
iD1 zibi . Hence

we obtain the identification

Cn
Šƒ˝C DH 2

?.X;C/:

Given a class ˇ 2H2.X;Z/, we write

(17) �ˇ D exp.z �ˇ/D
nY
iD1

�
bi �ˇ
i ;

where �i D e.zi / and � is the intersection pairing.

2.1.5 Pairings and intersection matrices Every element k 2 H2.B;Z/ defines a
symmetric (possibly degenerate) bilinear form on H 2

?
by

.˛; ˛0/k D

Z
B

��.˛[˛
0/ � k:

The restriction of . � ; � /k to ƒ takes integral values.

Lemma 13 For every curve class k 2H2.B;Z/, the quadratic form . � ; � /k is even
on ƒ; that is, .˛; ˛/k 2 2Z for every ˛ 2ƒ.

14Recall we always work modulo torsion as per Section 0.5.
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Proof Since the pairing is linear in k it suffices to prove . � ; � /kC` and . � ; � /` are
even for a suitable class ` 2 H2.B;Z/. Let C � B be a curve in class k. We can
assume C is reduced and irreducible (otherwise prove the claim for each reduced
irreducible component). By embedding B into a projective space and choosing suitable
hyperplane sections we can find15 a curve D �B not containing C and a deformation
of C [D to a curve D0 , such that D;D0 are smooth and XD and XD0 are smooth
elliptic surfaces over D and D0 respectively; here we let X† D ��1.†/ for †� B .
Hence it suffices to show . � ; � /k is even if k is represented by a smooth curve C such
that XC is smooth. Let ˛ 2 ƒ. Since ˛jXC is of type .1; 1/ and orthogonal to the
section and fiber class, the claim now follows from the adjunction formula; see eg [42,
Theorem 7.4].

The matrix of �. � ; � /k with respect to the basis fbig is denoted by

Qk 2Mn�n.Z/:

Hence for all v D .v1; : : : ; vn/ and v0 D .v01; : : : ; v
0
n/ in Qn we have�X

i

vibi ;
X
i

v0ibi

�
k

D�vTQkv
0:

If k is a curve class, the matrix Qk has even diagonal entries.

2.2 Gromov–Witten classes and conjectures

2.2.1 Definition Let ˇ 2H2.X;Z/ be a curve class, let kD ��ˇ 2H2.B;Z/ and
let

Mg;n.X; ˇ/

be the moduli space of genus-g stable maps to X in class ˇ with n markings.

15Assume C � B � Pn , and let Kd be the kernel of H0.OPn.d//!H0.OPn.d/jC / for d � 0 .
For generic sections f1; : : : ; fm 2Kd for mD dimB�1 , the intersection †DB\

T
i V.fi / is a curve

which contains C . The key step is to show †D C CD for a smooth curve D which does not contain C ;
all other conditions follow from a usual Bertini argument. To show that † is of multiplicity 1 at C , let
p 2 C be a point at which C is smooth and consider the projectivized normal bundle P of C inside B
at p . The set of f1; : : : ; fm which vanish at some v 2 P simultaneously is a closed codimension-m
subset. Since dim.P /D m� 1 , by choosing fi generic we can guarantee the tangent spaces to †.f /
and C are the same at p ; hence the multiplicity of C in † is 1 .
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For all g , n and k such that16

k> 0 or 2g� 2Cn > 0;

the elliptic fibration � induces a morphism

� W Mg;n.X; ˇ/!Mg;n.B; k/:

Consider cohomology classes

1; : : : ; n 2H
�.X/:

We define the � –relative Gromov–Witten class

C�g;ˇ .1; : : : ; n/D ��
�
ŒMg;n.X; ˇ/�

vir
nY
iD1

ev�i .i /
�
2H�.Mg;n.B; k//:

2.2.2 Quasi-Jacobi forms Let k 2H2.B;Z/ be a fixed class. Consider the generat-
ing series

C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ D
X
��ˇDk

C�g;ˇ .1; : : : ; n/q
W �ˇ �ˇ ;

where the sum is over all curve classes ˇ 2H2.X;Z/ with ��ˇ D k. By definition,

C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ 2H�.Mg;n.B; k//˝QŒŒq
1
2 ; �˙1��:

Recall the space QJacL of quasi-Jacobi forms of index L, and let

�.q/D q
Y
m�1

.1� qm/24

be the modular discriminant. The following is a refinement of [33, Conjecture A].

Conjecture A The series C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ is a cycle-valued quasi-Jacobi form of
index 1

2
Qk :

C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ 2H�.Mg;n.B; k//˝
1

�.q/m
QJac 1

2
Qk
;

where mD�1
2
c1.N�/ � k.

16If k D 0 and 2g � 2C n � 0 , the moduli space Mg;n.B; k/ is empty, but Mg;n.X; ˇ/ for some
ˇ > 0 with ��ˇ D k may be nonempty. In this case no induced morphism exists.
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2.2.3 Holomorphic anomaly equation Recall the differential operator on QJacL
induced by the nonholomorphic variable � ,

Tq D
d

dC2
W QJacL! QJacL:

Since �.q/ is a modular form, we have

Tq�.q/D 0:

We conjecture a holomorphic anomaly equation for the classes C�g;k . The equation is
exactly the same as in [33, Conjecture B].

Consider the diagram

Mg;n.B; k/ M� Mg�1;nC2.B; k/

B B �B

�

evnC1�evnC2

�

where � is the diagonal, M� is the fiber product and � is the gluing map along the
last two points. Similarly, for every splitting g D g1Cg2 , f1; : : : ; ng D S1 tS2 and
kD k1C k2 , consider

Mg;n.B; k/ M�;k1;k2 Mg1;S1tf�g.B; k1/�Mg2;S2tf�g.B; k2/

B B �B

j

ev��ev�

�

where M�;k1;k2 is the fiber product and j is the gluing map along the marked points
labeled by � .

Conjecture B On Mg;n.B; k/,

TqC�g;k.1; : : : ; n/

D ���
ŠC�g�1;k.1; : : : ; n; 1; 1/

C

X
gDg1Cg2

f1;:::;ngDS1tS2
kDk1Ck2

j��
Š
�
C�g1;k1.S1 ; 1/� C�g2;k2.S2 ; 1/

�

� 2

nX
iD1

C�g;k.1; : : : ; i�1; �
���i ; iC1; : : : ; n/ � i ;

where  i 2H 2.Mg;n.B; k// is the cotangent line class at the i th marking.
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Since the moduli space of stable maps in negative genus is empty, the corresponding
terms in Conjecture B vanish. Further, the sum in the second term on the right runs over
all splittings for which the moduli spaces Mgi ;jSi jC1.B; ki / are stable, or equivalently,
for which the classes C�gi ;ki .Si ; 1/ are defined. In particular, if gi D 0 and ki D 0 we
require jSi j � 2.

By Section 1.3.5 quasi-Jacobi forms specialize to quasimodular forms under � D 1,
and the specialization map commutes with Tq . Hence Conjectures A and B generalize
and are compatible with [33, Conjectures A and B].

We have always assumed here that the elliptic fibration has integral fibers, a section, and
h2;0.X/D 0; see (i)–(iii) in Section 2.1.1. We expect Conjectures A and B hold without
these assumptions if some modifications are made: It is plausible (i) can be removed
without any modifications. If we remove (ii) we need to work with a multi-section
of the fibration, which leads to quasi-Jacobi forms which are modular with respect to
�.N/ where N is the degree of a multisection over the base. If (iii) is violated then
the Gromov–Witten theory of X mostly vanishes by a Noether–Lefschetz argument.
Using instead a nontrivial reduced Gromov–Witten theory (such as [23] for algebraic
surfaces satisfying h2;0 > 0) forces then some basic modifications to the holomorphic
anomaly equation; see eg Section 7 for the case of the abelian surface.

3 Consequences of the conjectures

3.1 A weight refinement

Define a modified degree function deg./ on H�.X/ by the assignment

deg./D

8<:
2 if  2 Im.TC/;
1 if  2 Ker.TC/\Ker.T�/;
0 if  2 Im.T�/:

The following is parallel to [33, Appendix B].

Lemma* 14 Assume Conjectures A and B hold. Then for any deg–homogeneous
classes 1; : : : ; n 2H�.X/ and k 2H2.B;Z/, we have

C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ 2H�.Mg;n.B; k//˝
1

�.q/m
QJac`;Qk

;

where mD�1
2
c1.N�/ � k and `D 2g� 2C 12mC

P
i deg.i /.
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3.2 Disconnected Gromov–Witten classes

We reformulate the holomorphic anomaly equation of Conjecture B for disconnected
Gromov–Witten classes. Let

M �g;n.B; k/

be the moduli space of stable maps f W C ! B from possibly disconnected curves of
genus g in class k, with the requirement that for every connected component C 0 � C
at least one of the following holds:

(i) f jC 0 is nonconstant, or

(ii) C 0 has genus g0 and carries n0 markings with 2g0� 2Cn0 > 0.

Let M 0g;n.X; ˇ/ be the moduli space of stable maps f W C !X from possibly discon-
nected curves of genus g in class ˇ , with the requirement that for every connected
component C 0 � C at least one of the following holds:

(i) � ıf jC 0 is nonconstant, or

(ii) C 0 has genus g0 and carries n0 markings, with 2g0� 2Cn0 > 0.

For all17g 2 Z and curve classes k the fibration � induces a map

� W M 0g;n.X; ˇ/!M �g;n.B; k/:

Define the disconnected Gromov–Witten classes by

C�;�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ D
X
��ˇDk

�ˇqW �ˇ��

�
ŒM 0g;n.X; ˇ/�

vir
Y
i

ev�i .i /
�
:

The right-hand side is a series with coefficients in the homology of M �g;n.B; k/.

Since the disconnected classes C�
g;k

can be expressed in terms of connected classes C�
g;k

and vice versa, Conjecture A is equivalent to the quasi-Jacobi property of the discon-
nected theory:

C�;�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ 2 H�.M
�

g;n.B; k//˝
1

�.q/m
QJac 1

2
Qk
;

where m D �1
2
c1.N�/ � k. Similarly, Conjecture B is equivalent to the following

disconnected version of the holomorphic anomaly equation:

17Here M �g;n.B; k/ is empty if and only if M 0g;n.X; ˇ/ is empty, so we do not need to exclude any
values of .g; k/ .
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Lemma* 15 Conjecture B is equivalent to

TqC�;�g;k.1; : : : ; n/D

���
ŠC�;�g�1;k.1; : : : ; n; 1; 1/� 2

nX
iD1

 i � C�;�g;k.1; : : : ; i�1; �
���i ; iC1; : : : ; n/:

3.3 Elliptic holomorphic anomaly equation

Recall the anomaly operator with respect to the elliptic parameter:

T�W QJack;L! QJack�1;L for � 2ƒ

(recall we identify ƒ with Zn here). The anomaly equation of Cg.� � � / with respect to
the operator T� reads as follows.

Lemma* 16 Assume Conjectures A and B hold. Then for any � 2ƒ,

T�C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/D
nX
iD1

C�g;k.1; : : : ; i�1; A.�/i ; iC1; : : : ; n/;

where A.�/W H�.X/!H�.X/ is defined by

A.�/ D �[����./��
���.�[ / for  2H�.X/:

Proof Let � 2ƒ and recall from Section 1.3.3 the commutation relation

ŒTq;D��D�2T�:

Let pW Mg;nC1.B; k/!Mg;n.B; k/ be the map that forgets the last marked point. We
have

D�C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/D p�C
�
g;k.1; : : : ; n; �/:

Hence we obtain

�2T�C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/D p�TqCg;k.1; : : : ; n; �/�D�TqCg;k.1; : : : ; n/:

Only two terms contribute in this difference. The first arises from the second term in
the holomorphic anomaly equation on Mg;nC1.B; k/. The summand with gi D 0 and
nC 1 2 Si with jSi j D 2 contributes

2

nX
iD1

C�g;k.1; : : : ; �
���.i [�/; : : : ; n/:
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The second contribution arises from the third term of the holomorphic anomaly equation
when comparing the classes  i under pullback by p . It is

�2

nX
iD1

C�g;k.1; : : : ; �[�
���.i /; : : : ; n/:

Adding up yields the claim.

Consider the exponential exp.A.�//, which acts on  2H�.X/ by

.expA.�// D  C�[����./�����.�[ /� 1
2
��.��.�

2/ ���.//:

Lemma* 16 then yields

exp.T�/C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/D Cg;k
�
exp.A.�//1; : : : ; exp.A.�//n

�
:

We will see in Section 3.4 how, in good situations, this is related to the automorphism
defined by adding the section corresponding to the class �.

3.4 The elliptic transformation law

Recall the projection p? to the lattice ƒ from Section 2.1.3. Throughout Section 3.4
we assume that the fibration � W X ! B satisfies the following condition, which holds
for example for the rational elliptic surface:

(?) For every � 2ƒ there is a unique section B� �X such that p?.ŒB��/D �.

Let � 2ƒ and consider the morphism

t�W X !X; x 7! .xCB�.�.x///

of fiberwise addition with B� . Since � ı t� D � this implies

C�g;t��ˇ .t��1; : : : ; t��n/D C�g;ˇ .1; : : : ; n/:

Write C�g;k.� � � /.z/ to denote the dependence of C�g;k.� � � / on the variable z 2ƒ˝C .
From the last equation we obtain

C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/.z/D
X
��ˇDk

C�g;ˇ .t��1; : : : ; t��n/q
.t��W /�ˇe..t��z/ �ˇ/

D e
�
�
1
2
���.�

2/ �k���.z ��/ �k
�
C�g;k.t��1; : : : ; t��n/.zC��/

D e
�
1
2
��TQk�C�

TQkz
�
C�g;k.t��1; : : : ; t��n/.zC��/:
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Rearranging the terms slightly yields

(18) C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/.zC��/

D e
�
�
1
2
�TQk���

TQkz
�
C�g;k.t���1; : : : ; t���n/.z/:

We obtain the following.

Lemma 17 Assume � W X ! B satisfies assumption (?). If every i is translation
invariant, ie t��i D i for all � 2 ƒ, then C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ satisfies the elliptic
transformation law of Jacobi forms:

C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/.zC��/D e
�
�
1
2
�TQk���

TQkz
�
C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/.z/

for all � 2ƒ.

Even if the i are not translation invariant we have the following relationship to
the transformation law of quasi-Jacobi forms. Recall the endomorphism A.�/ from
Section 3.3. For the rational elliptic surface we have18

(19) t�� D expA.�/

for all � 2ƒ. Assuming Conjectures A and B we can rewrite (18) as

C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/.zC��/

D e
�
�
1
2
�TQk���

TQkz
�
C�g;k.exp.A.��//1; : : : ; exp.A.��//n/

D e
�
�
1
2
�TQk���

TQkz
�

exp.�T�/C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/;

which is the elliptic transformation law of quasi-Jacobi forms stated in Lemma 6.

3.5 Quasimodular forms

The elliptic periods (ie �˛ –coefficients) of a quasi-Jacobi form are quasimodular forms;
see Proposition 10. Together with Conjecture A this leads to a basic quasimodularity
statement for elliptic fibrations as follows. Let k 2 H2.B;Z/ be a curve class, and
consider the pairing on H 2.X;Z/ defined by

(20) .˛; ˛0/k D

Z
k

��.˛ �˛
0/ for all ˛; ˛0 2H 2.X;Z/:

18It would be interesting to know for which elliptic fibrations (19) holds.
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Throughout Section 3.5 we make the following assumption, which is equivalent to the
positive definiteness of Qk and holds in many cases of interest:19

(�) The restriction of . � ; � /k to ƒ is negative definite.

Consider the cohomology classes on B orthogonal to k,

k? D f 2H 2.B;Z/ j h; ki D 0g;

where h � ; � i is the pairing between cohomology and homology on B . Consider also
the null space of . � ; � /k ,

Nk D fv 2H
2.X;Z/ j .v;H 2.X;Z//k D 0g:

We have ��k? �Nk . By assumption (�) this inclusion is an equality,

Nk D �
�k?;

and the induced pairing on H 2.X;Z/=Nk is of signature .1; nC 1/.20

The dual of H 2.X;Z/=Nk is naturally identified with the lattice

Lk D fˇ 2H2.X;Z/ j ��ˇ D c � k for some c 2Qg:

The nondegenerate pairing on H 2.X;Z/=Nk induces a nondegenerate pairing on Lk ,
which we denote by . � ; � /k as well.

For any ˛ 2H2.X;Z/=QF with ��˛ D k, consider the theta series

C�g;˛.1; : : : ; n/ D
X
Œˇ�D˛

C�g;ˇ .1; : : : ; n/q
� 1
2
hˇ;ˇik ;

where the sum is over all curve classes ˇ with residue class ˛ in H2.X;Z/=QF .

Lemma* 18 Assume Conjectures A and B, and assumption (�). Let ` be the smallest
positive integer such that `Q�1k has integral entries and even diagonal. Then every
C�g;˛.1; : : : ; n/ is a cycle-valued weakly holomorphic quasimodular form of level `.

The lemma shows that although the elliptic fibration � W X ! B has a section, we
should expect the generating series of Gromov–Witten invariants in the fiber direction
to be quasimodular of higher level (with pole at cusps). It is remarkable that these
higher-index quasimodular forms when arranged together appropriately should form
SL2.Z/–quasi-Jacobi forms.

19On an elliptic surface satisfying h2;0 D 0 the assumption holds by the Hodge index theorem
whenever k ¤ 0 .

20The combination of both statements is equivalent to assumption (�).
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If Qk is unimodular then we obtain level 1, hence SL2.Z/–quasimodular forms in
Lemma* 18. For the rational elliptic surface the level of the quasimodular form is
exactly the degree over the base curve. This compares well with the conjectural
quasimodularity of the Gromov–Witten invariants of K3 surfaces in imprimitive classes;
see [31, Section 7.5].

Using Proposition 10(ii) the holomorphic anomaly equation for the quasi-Jacobi classes
C�g;k.� � � / yields a holomorphic anomaly equation for the theta series C�g;˛.� � � /. How-
ever, in the nonunimodular case the result is rather complicated and difficult to handle.21

The holomorphic anomaly equation takes its simplest form for quasi-Jacobi forms.

Proof of Lemma* 18 Let � be the image of ˛ in H2;? . A computation yields

C�g;˛.1; : : : ; n/D q
� 1
4
�TL�1�ŒC�g;k.1; : : : ; n/��� ;

which implies the lemma by Proposition 10.

3.6 Calabi–Yau threefolds

Let � W X ! B be an elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau threefold with section �W B!X

and h2;0.X/D 0. The moduli space of stable maps is of virtual dimension 0. For all
.g; k/ … f.0; 0/; .1; 0/g, define the Gromov–Witten potential

Fg;k.q; �/ D

Z
Mg.B;k/

C�g;k. / D
X
��ˇDk

qW �ˇ �ˇ
Z
ŒMg.X;ˇ/�vir

1:

By the Calabi–Yau condition we have N� Š !B . Hence Conjecture A implies

Fg;k.q/ 2
1

�.q/�
1
2
KB �k

QJac:

We have the following holomorphic anomaly equation; see also [33, Section 0.5].

Proposition* 19 Assume Conjectures A and B. Then we have

TqFg;k D hkCKB ; kiFg�1;k C
X

gDg1Cg2
kDk1Ck2

hk1; k2iFg1;k1Fg2;k2 C
1
4
ıg2ık0hKB ; KBi;

where we let h � ; � i denote the intersection pairing on B , the first term on the right is
defined to vanish if .g; k/D .2; 0/, and the sum is over all values .gi ; ki / for which
Fgi ;ki is defined.

21The unimodular case is further discussed in Section 7.
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Proof If k> 0 or g > 2, Conjecture B implies

TqFg;k D

Z
Cg�1;k.���B/C

X
gDg1Cg2
kDk1Ck2

X
j

Z
Cg1;k1.�

��B;j / �

Z
Cg2;k2.�

��_B;j /

D hk; kiFg�1;kC
X

gDg1Cg2
kDk1Ck2
k1;k2>0

hk1; k2iFg1;k1Fg2;k2

C2
X
j

Z
Cg�1;k.���B;j / �

Z
ŒM1;1.X;0/�vir

ev�1.�
��_B;j /;

where we have written

�B D
X
j

�B;j ��_B;j 2H
�.B2/

for the Künneth decomposition of the diagonal of B . By [12] we have

ŒM1;1.X; 0/�
vir
D .c3.X/� c2.X/�1/\ ŒM1;1 �X�

and by [2, Section 4] we have

c2.X/D �
�.c2.B/C c1.B/

2/C 12��c1.B/:

Hence we find Z
ŒM1;1.X;0/�vir

ev�1.�
��_B;j /D�

1
2
h�B;j ; c1.B/i;

from which we obtain

TqFg;k D hkCKB ; kiFg�1;k C
X

gDg1Cg2
kDk1Ck2

hk1; k2iFg1;k1Fg2;k2 :

If .g; k/D .2; 0/, Conjecture B yields

TqF2;0.q/D
X
j

Z
ŒM1;1.X;0/�vir

ev�1.�
��B;j / �

Z
ŒM1;1.X;0/�vir

ev�1.�
��_B;j /

D
1

4

Z
B

c1.B/
2:
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It will be useful later on to consider the disconnected case as well. For any g 2 Z and
k 2H2.B;Z/, let

F�g;k D

Z
M�g.B;k/

C�g;k. / D
X
��ˇDk

qW �ˇ �ˇ
Z
ŒM 0g.X;ˇ/�vir

1:

The connected and disconnected potentials are related by

(21)
X
g;k

F�g;ku
2g�2tk D exp

� X
.g;k/…f.0;0/;.1;0/g

Fg;ku
2g�2tk

�
:

A direct calculation using (21) and Proposition* 19 implies the following disconnected
holomorphic anomaly equation:

(22) TqF
�

g;k D
˝
kC 1

2
KB ; kC

1
2
KB

˛
F�g�1;k:

4 Relative geometries

4.1 Relative divisor

Let � W X ! B be an elliptic fibration with section and integral fibers such that
H 2;0.X/D 0. Let

D �X

be a nonsingular divisor. We assume � restricts to an elliptic fibration

�DW D! A

for a nonsingular divisor A� B . The section of � restricts to a section of �D . Since
� has integral fibers, so does �D . We have the fibered diagram

D X

A B

�D �

4.2 Relative classes

Let �D .�i /iD1;:::;l.�/ be an ordered partition. Let

Mg;n.X=D; ˇI �/

be the moduli space parametrizing stable maps from connected genus-g curves to X
relative to D with ordered ramification profile � over the relative divisor D ; see [27; 28]
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for definitions and [13, Section 2] for an introduction to relative stable maps. We have
evaluation maps at the n interior and the l.�/ relative marked points. The latter are
denoted by

evrel
i W Mg;n.X=D; ˇI �/!D for i D 1; : : : ; l.�/:

Since D is nonsingular, we have the induced morphism

� W Mg;n.X=D; ˇI �/!Mg;n.B=A; kI �/;

where kD ��ˇ .

Let 1; : : : ; n 2H�.X/, let k 2H2.B;Z/ be a curve class and let

�D
�
.�1; ı1/; : : : ; .�l.�/; ıl.�//

�
with ıi 2H�.D/

be an ordered cohomology weighted partition. Define the relative potential

C�=Dg;k .1; : : : ; nI �/

D

X
��ˇDk

�ˇqW �ˇ��

�
ŒMg;n.X=D; ˇI �/�

vir
nY
iD1

ev�i .i /
l.�/Y
iD1

evrel�
i .ıi /

�
;

where as before W D Œ�.B/�� 1
2
��c1.N�/ and �ˇ D e.z �ˇ/ with z 2ƒ˝C .

In line with the rest of the paper we conjecture the following:

Conjecture C The series C�=Dg;k .1; : : : ; nI �/ is a cycle-valued quasi-Jacobi form of
index 1

2
Qk :

C�=Dg;k .1; : : : ; nI �/ 2 H�.Mg;n.B=A; kI �//˝
1

�.q/m
QJac 1

2
Qk
;

where mD�1
2
c1.N�/ � k.

4.3 Rubber classes

Stating the holomorphic anomaly equation for relative classes requires rubber classes.
Let N be the normal bundle of D in X , and consider the projective bundle

P .N ˚OD/!D:

We let
D0;D1 � P .N ˚OD/

be the sections corresponding to the summands OD and N respectively.
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The group C� acts naturally on P .N ˚OD/ by scaling in the fiber direction, and
induces an action on the moduli space of stable maps relative to both divisors, denoted by

Mg;n.P .N ˚OD/=fD0;D1g; ˇI�;�/;

where the ordered partitions � and � are the ramification profiles at D0 and D1
respectively. We let

M�g;n.P .N ˚OD/=fD0;D1g; ˇI�;�/

denote the corresponding space of stable maps to the rubber target [30].

Let N 0 be the normal bundle to A in B and consider the relative geometry

P .N 0˚OA/=fA0; A1g:

Since D is nonsingular the fibration � induces a well-defined map

�W P .N ˚OD/! P .N 0˚OA/;

which is an elliptic fibration with section and integral fibers. Let

�W M�g;n.P .N ˚OD/=fD0;D1g; ˇI�;�/!M�g;n.P .N
0
˚OA/=fA0; A1g; kI�;�/

be the induced map. We also let evrel 0
i and evrel1

i denote the evaluation maps at the rel-
ative marked points mapping to D0 and D1 respectively. Because of the rubber target,
the evaluation maps of the moduli space at the interior marked points take values in D .

For any 1; : : : ; n 2H�.D/ and any ordered weighted partitions

�D
�
.�i ; ıi /

�
iD1;:::;l.�/

; �D
�
.�i ; �i /

�
iD1;:::;l.�/

for ıi ; �i 2H�.D/;

we define

C�;rubber
g;k .1; : : : ; nI�;�/

D

X
��ˇDk

�ˇqW �ˇ��

�
ŒM�g;n.P .N ˚OD/=fD0;D1g; ˇI�;�/�vir

�

nY
iD1

ev�i .i /
l.�/Y
iD1

evrel 0�
i .ıi /

l.�/Y
iD1

evrel1�
i .�i /

�
:

4.4 Disconnected classes

To simplify the notation we will work with disconnected classes. The disconnected
versions of moduli spaces and the classes C will be denoted respectively by a � and
a dash, following the conventions of Section 3.2. Since connected and disconnected
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invariants may be expressed in terms of each other, Conjecture C is equivalent to the
quasi-Jacobi form property for the disconnected theory:

C�=D;�g;k .1; : : : ; nI �/ 2 H�.M
�

g;n.B=A; kI �//˝
1

�.q/m
QJac 1

2
Qk
;

where mD�1
2
c1.N�/ � k. The holomorphic anomaly equation conjectured below for

disconnected relative classes (Conjecture D) is equivalent to a corresponding version
for connected classes.

4.5 Holomorphic anomaly equation for relative classes

Consider the diagram

M �g;n.B=A; k; �/ M� M �g�1;nC2.B=A; k; �/

B B�B

�

evnC1�evnC2

�B

where B is the stack of target degenerations of B relative to A, the map �B is the
diagonal, M� is the fiber product and � is the gluing map along the final two marked
points. For simplicity, we will write

C�=D;�g�1;k .1; : : : ; n; �B=AI �/D�
Š
BC
�=D;�
g�1;k .1; : : : ; n; 1; 1I �/:

We state the relative holomorphic anomaly equation.

Conjecture D On M �g;n.B=A; kI �/ we have

TqC
�=D;�
g;k .1; : : : ; nI �/D

��C
�=D;�
g�1;k .1; : : : ; n; �B=AI �/

C 2
X
S1;S2

m�0Ig1;g2
k1;k2

X
bIb1;:::;bm
`I`1;:::;`m

Qm
iD1 bi

mŠ
��
�
C�=D;�g1;k1

�
S1 I ..b;�A;`/; .bi ; �D;`i /

m
iD1/

�
� C�;�;rubber

g2;k2

�
S2 I ..b;�

_
A;`/; .bi ; �

_
D;`i

/miD1/; �
��

� 2

nX
iD1

 i � C
�=D;�
g;k .1; : : : ; i�1; �

���i ; iC1; : : : nI �/

� 2

l.�/X
iD1

 rel
i � C

�=D;�
g;k

�
1; : : : ; nI

�
.�1; ı1/; : : : ; .�i ; �

�
D�D�ıi /„ ƒ‚ …
i th

; : : : ; .�n; ın/
��
;
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with the following notation. Let  i ;  rel
i 2H

2.Mg;n.B=A; kI �// denote the cotangent
line classes at the i th interior and relative marked points respectively. The first sum is
over all S1; S2 satisfying S1tS2Df1; : : : ; ng, all g1; g2 satisfying gD g1Cg2Cm,
and all k1 2H2.B;Z/ and k2 2H2.P .N 0˚OA/;Z/ satisfying

k1 �AD k2 �A and k1C r�k2 D k;

where r W P .N 0˚OA/! B is the composition of the projection to A followed by the
natural inclusion into B . The b; b1; : : : ; bm run over all positive integers such that
bC

P
i bi D k1 �AD k2 �A, and the `; `i run over the splitting of the diagonals of A

and D respectively:

�A D
X
`

�A;`˝�
_
A;`; �D D

X
`i

�D;`i ˝�
_
D;`i

for all i:

The map � is the gluing map to M �g;n.B=A; kI �/ along the common relative marking
with ramification profile .b; b1; : : : ; bm/. Since we cup with the diagonal classes of A
and D , the gluing map � is well-defined.

The relative product formula of [25] together with [33, Theorems 2 and 3] yields:

Proposition 20 Conjectures C and D hold if X D B � E and D D A � E , and
� W X ! B is the projection onto the first factor.

4.6 Compatibility with the degeneration formula

A degeneration of X compatible with the elliptic fibration � W X ! B is a flat family

�W X !�

over a disk ��C satisfying the following conditions:

(i) � is a flat projective morphism, smooth away from 0.

(ii) ��1.1/DX .

(iii) ��1.0/DX1[D X2 is a normal crossing divisor.

(iv) There exists a flat morphism z�W B!� satisfying (i)–(iii) with z��1.1/DB and
z��1.0/D B1[AB2 .

(v) There is an elliptic fibration X ! B with section and integral fiber that restricts
to elliptic fibrations with integral fibers:

� W X ! B; �i W Xi ! Bi for i D 1; 2; �W D! A:
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We further assume that the canonical map

(23) H�.X1[D X2/!H�.X/

determined by � yields an inclusion ƒ1˚ƒ2 �ƒ, where ƒi DH 2
?
.Xi ;Z/. Let

zi 2ƒi ˝C

denote the coordinate on the i th summand.

Consider cohomology classes

1; : : : ; n 2H
�.X/

which lift to the total space of the degeneration, or equivalently22 which lie in the
image of (23). Below, let p always denote the forgetful morphism from various moduli
spaces of stable maps to the moduli space of stable curves; for example,

pW M �g;n.B=A; k; �/!M �g;n:

The application of the degeneration formula [27; 28] to � yields

(24) p�C�;�g;k.1; : : : ; n/jzD.z1;z2/

D

X
S1tS2Df1;:::;ng

k1;k2I m�0
gDg1Cg2Cm�1

X
�1;:::;�m
`1;:::;`m

Q
i �i

mŠ
p���

�
C�1=D;�g1;k1

.S1 I �/� C�2=D;�g2;k2
.S2 I �

_/
�
;

where k1 and k2 run over all possible splittings of the curve class k, the �1; : : : ; �m
run over all positive integers such thatX

i

�i D k1 �AD k2 �A;

the `i run over the splitting of the diagonals of D , and we have written

�D .�i ; �D;`i /
m
iD1 and �_ D .�i ; �

_
D;`i

/miD1:

Moreover, the map � is the gluing map along the relative point (well-defined since we
inserted the diagonal).

22We assume the disk is sufficiently small.
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Assume Conjectures A and C hold, so that (24) is an equality of quasi-Jacobi forms.
Then Conjectures B and D each give a way to compute the class23

d

dC2
p�C�;�g;k.1; : : : ; n/;

as follows:

(a) Apply Tq to the left-hand side of (24), use Conjecture B, and apply the degener-
ation formula to each term of the result.

(b) Apply Tq to the right-hand side of (24) and use Conjecture D.

We say Conjectures B and D are compatible with the degeneration formula if methods
(a) and (b) yield the same result.

Proposition 21 Assume Conjectures A and C. Conjectures B and D are compatible
with the degeneration formula.

Proof After pushforward to the moduli space of stable curves, we apply the degenera-
tion formula to the right-hand side of Lemma* 15. The result is

Tqp�C�;�g;k.1; : : : ; n/DX
S1;S2
k1;k2

m�0I g1;g2

X
�1;:::;�m
`1;:::;`m

Q
i �i

mŠ

�
p���

�
C�1=D;�g1;k1

.S1 ; �B1=AI �/�C�2=D;�g2;k2
.S2 I �

_/
�

C p���
�
C�1=D;�g1;k1

.S1 I �/�C�2=D;�g2;k2
.S2 ; �B2=AI �

_/
��

�2
X
S1;S2
k1;k2

m�0I g1;g2
�1;:::;�m
`1;:::;`m

Q
i �i

mŠ
�

� X
i2S1

p���
�
 iC

�1=D;�
g1;k1

.S1nfig; �
���.i /I �/�C�2=D;�g2;k2

.S2 I �
_/
�

C

X
i2S2

p���
�
C�1=D;�g1;k1

.S1 I �/� iC
�2=D;�
g2;k2

.S2nfig; �
���.i /I �

_/
��
;

where the sums are over the same data as in (24) but with g1 and g2 satisfying
g� 1D g1Cg2Cm� 1.

We need to compare this expression with the relative holomorphic anomaly equation
applied to the right-hand side of (24). In Conjecture D we have four terms on the
right-hand side. The first and third term of Conjecture D applied to (24) yield exactly
the four terms above. Hence we are left to show that the second and fourth terms of
Conjecture D applied to (24) vanish.

23We will omit the restriction of z to the pair .z1; z2/ in the notation from now on.
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We consider first the second term applied to the first factor in (24) plus the fourth term
applied to the second factor in (24). The result is

(25) 2
XQ

i ci

rŠ

Q
i �i

mŠ
p���

�
C�1=D;�
g 01;k
0
1

.S 01
I�/� C�;�;rub

g 001 ;k
00
1

.S 001
I�_; �/

�C�2=D;�g2;k2
.S2 I �

_/
�

� 2
X mX

iD1

Q
j �j

mŠ
p���

�
C�1=D;�g1;k1

.S1 I �/� 
rel
i C�2=D;�g2;k2

.S2 I �
_
jıi 7!����ıi /

�
;

where the sum in the second line is over the same data as in (24), and the sums in the
first line run additionally also over the following data: splittings of k1 into k01 and k001 ;
decompositions S1D S 01tS

00
1 ; positive integers c and c1; : : : ; cr with r � 0 summing

up to k01 �A; splittings g1 D g01Cg
00
1 C r ; and diagonal splittings z̀ and z̀1; : : : ; z̀r in

the weighted partitions

�D ..c;�
A;z̀
/; .ci ; �D; z̀i

/riD1/; �_ D ..c;�_
A;z̀
/; .ci ; �

_

D; z̀i
/riD1/:

Also, we write �jıi 7!˛ if the i th cohomology class in � is replaced by some ˛ .

We use Lemma 22 below to remove the relative  –class in the second line of (25).
When doing that, the second term on the right in Lemma 22 (the bubble term) precisely
cancels with the expression in the first line (switch � 7! � and � 7! � and trade the
sum

Pm
iD1 for a factor of m). Hence we find that (25) is equal to

(26) 2
X l.�/X

iD1

Q
j¤i �j

mŠ
p���

�
C�1=D;�g1;k1

.S1 I �/

� C�2=D;�g2;k2
.S2 I �

_
jıi 7!����.ıi /c1.NA=B2 /

/
�
;

where the first sum is over the same data as in (24).

By a parallel discussion, the second term of Conjecture D applied to the second factor
in (24) plus the fourth term applied to the first factor is

(27) 2
X l.�/X

iD1

Q
j¤i �j

mŠ
p���

�
C�1=D;�g1;k1

.S1 I �jıi 7!����.ıi /c1.NA=B1 /
/

� C�2=D;�g2;k2
.S2 I �

_/
�
:

The term (27) agrees exactly with (26) except for the i th relative insertion. We consider
the i th relative insertion more closely. Using

.id�����/�D D�A
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and the balancing condition

NA=B1 ˝NA=B2 DOA;

the i th relative insertion in (26) is

.1� c1.NA=B2// � .id��
���/�D D .1� c1.NA=B2// ��A

D .c1.NA=B2/� 1/ ��A
D�.c1.NA=B1/� 1/ ��A:

Since this is precisely the negative of the i th relative insertion in (27), the sum of (26)
and (27) vanishes.

Lemma 22 Let � D f.�i ; ıi /g be a cohomology weighted partition, and let  D
.1; : : : ; n/ with i 2H�.X/ be a list of cohomology classes. We have

�i �p�. 
rel
i C�=D;�g;k . I �//

D�p�.C
�=D;�
g;k . I �jıi 7!ıic1.NA=B///

C

X
f1;:::;ngDS1tS2

k1;k2I s�0
gDg1Cg2Cs�1

X
�1;:::;�s
`1;:::;`s

Q
i �i

sŠ
p���

�
C�=D;�;rub
g1;k1

.S1 I �; �/� C�2=D;�g2;k2
.S2 I�

_/
�
;

where the sum is over the splittings of k into k1 2 H2.P .N 0 ˚OA/;Z/ and k2 2

H2.B;Z/, all positive integers �1; : : : �s summing up to k1 �A, and over indices of
diagonal splittings `1; : : : ; `s for the cohomology weighted partitions

�D f.�i ; �D;`i /
s
iD1g; �_ D f.�i ; �

_
D;`i

/siD1g:

As before we write �jıi 7!˛ if the class ıi is replaced by some class ˛ .

Proof We will remove the class  rel
i by an argument parallel to [6, Section 4.5, end of

case (ii-a)]. Let X be the stack of target degenerations of the pair .X;D/ and let

f W C ! X

be a stable map parametrized by the moduli space M DM �g;n.X=D; ˇI �/.

Let cW X
c
�!X be the canonical map contracting the bubbles. Let prel

i 2 C be the
i th relative point and let

qi D c.f .p
rel
i // 2D
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be its image in X . If the irreducible component of C containing prel
i maps into a

bubble of X , then the composition c ıf vanishes to infinite order at p in the direction
normal to D . If the component containing prel

i maps into X , then by the tangency
condition the composition c ıf vanishes to order exactly �i in the normal direction.
In either case, the differential in the normal direction induces a map

N_D=X;qi !m�i=m�iC1;

where m is the maximal ideal of the point prel
i 2 C . See also [35, proof of Proposi-

tion 1.1] for a similar argument. Considering this map in family yields a map of line
bundles on M ,

evrel�
i N_D=X ! .Lrel

i /
˝�i ;

where Lrel
i is the cotangent line bundle on M . Dualizing we obtain a section

OM ! .Lrel
i /

�i ˝ evrel�
i ND=X :

The vanishing locus of this section is the boundary divisor of the moduli space M
corresponding to the first bubble of D (compare [6]). Expressing the class

c1..L
rel
i /

�i ˝ evrel�
i ND=X /D �i 

rel
i C evrel�

i c1.ND=X /

through the vanishing locus of the section and using the splitting formula, as well as
the relation

ND=X D �
�
DNA=B ;

then yields the claimed formula.

5 The rational elliptic surface

5.1 Definition and cohomology

Let R be a rational elliptic surface defined by a pencil of cubics. We assume the pencil
is generic, so the induced elliptic fibration

R! P1

has 12 rational nodal fibers. Let H;E1; : : : ; E9 be the class of a line in P2 and the
exceptional classes of the blowup R! P2 respectively. We let B DE9 be the zero
section of the elliptic fibration, and let F be the class of a fiber:

B DE9; F D 3H �

9X
iD1

Ei :
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We measure the degree in the fiber direction against the class

W D BC 1
2
F:

The orthogonal complement of B;F in H 2.R;Z/ is a negative-definite unimodular
lattice of rank 8 and hence is isomorphic to E8.�1/,

H 2.R;Z/D ZB˚ZF ˚E8.�1/:

As in Section 2, we identify the lattice E8.�1/ with Z8 by picking a basis b1; : : : ; bn .
We may assume the basis is chosen such that

QE8 D

�
�

Z
R

bi [ bj

�
i;jD1;:::;8

is the (positive definite) Cartan matrix of E8 . In the notation of Section 2.1.5 the
matrix Qk for k 2H2.P1;Z/Š Z is then

Qk D kQE8 :

5.2 The tautological ring and a convention

If 2g � 2C n > 0, let pW Mg;n.P1; k/!Mg;n be the forgetful map to the moduli
space of stable curves, and let

R�.Mg;n/�H
�.Mg;n/

be the tautological subring spanned by push-forwards of products of  and � classes
on boundary strata [10].

We extend both definitions to the unstable case as follows. If g; n�0 but 2g�2Cn�0,
we define Mg;n to be a point, p to be the canonical projection, and R�.Mg;n/ D

H�.Mg;n/DQ.

5.3 Statement of results

The next result shows that Conjecture A holds for rational elliptic surfaces numerically,
ie after integration against any tautological class pulled back from Mg;n (with the
convention of Section 5.2 in the unstable cases).

Theorem 23 Let � W R ! P1 be a rational elliptic surface. For all g; k � 0 and
1; : : : ; n 2H

�.R/ and for every tautological class ˛ 2R�.Mg;n/,Z
Mg;n.P1;k/

p�.˛/\ C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ 2
1

�.q/k=2
QJack

2
QE8

:
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By trading descendent insertions for tautological classes, Theorem 23 implies that
the generating series of descendent invariants of a rational elliptic surface (for base
degree k and genus g ) are quasi-Jacobi forms of index k

2
QE8 .

An inspection of the proof actually yields a slightly sharper result: the ring of quasi-
Jacobi forms

L
k QJack

2
QE8

in Theorem 23 may be replaced by the QMod–algebra
generated by the theta function ‚E8 and all its derivatives.

We show that the holomorphic anomaly equation holds for the rational elliptic surface
numerically. Consider the right-hand side of Conjecture B:

Hg;k.1; : : : ; n/

D ���
ŠC�g�1;k.1; : : : ; n; 1; 1/

C

X
f1;:::;ngDS1tS2

gDg1Cg2I kDk1Ck2

j��
Š
�
C�g1;k1.S1 ; 1/�C�g2;k2.S2 ; 1/

�
�2

nX
iD1

C�g;k.1; : : : ; i�1; �
���i ; iC1; : : : ; n/ � i :

Theorem 24 For every tautological class ˛ 2R�.Mg;n/,

d

dC2

Z
p�.˛/\ C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ D

Z
p�.˛/\Hg;k.1; : : : ; n/:

In the remainder of Section 5 we present the proof of Theorems 23 and 24. In Section 5.4
we recall a few basic results on the group of sections of a rational elliptic surface. This
leads to the genus 0 case of Theorem 23 in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6 we discuss the
invariants of R relative to a nonsingular elliptic fiber of � . In the last two sections we
present the proofs of the general cases of Theorems 23 and 24.

5.4 Sections

Recall from [42] the one-to-one correspondence between sections of R! P1 and
elements in the lattice E8.�1/. A section s yields an element in E8.�1/ by projecting
its class Œs� onto the E8.�1/ lattice. Conversely, an element � 2E8.�1/�H 2.R;Z/

has a unique lift y� 2H 2.R;Z/ such that y�2 D�1, y� �F D 1 and y� pairs positively
with any ample class. By Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch y� is the cohomology class of
a unique section B� . Explicitly,

ŒB��DW �
1
2
.h�; �iC 1/F C�;

where ha; bi D
R
R a ^ b for all a; b 2H�.R/ is the intersection pairing.
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By fiberwise addition and multiplication by �1, the set of sections of R! P1 form
a group, the Mordell–Weil group. The correspondence between sections and classes
in E8.�1/ is a group homomorphism,

B�C� D B�˚B�; B�� D	B�

where we have written ˚ (resp. 	) for the addition (resp. subtraction) on the elliptic
fibers. The translation by a section � 2E8.�1/,

t�W R!R; x 7! xCB�.�.x//;

acts on a cohomology class  2H�.X/ by

t�� D  C�[�
���./��

���.�[ /�
1
2
��.��.�

2/ ���.//:

5.5 Genus zero

5.5.1 Overview Consider the genus-0 stationary invariants

Mk.�; q/D

Z
C�0;k.p

�k�1/D
X

��ˇDk

qW �ˇ �ˇ
Z
ŒM0;k�1.R;ˇ/�vir

k�1Y
iD1

ev�i .p/

for all k � 1, where p 2H 4.R;Z/ is the class Poincaré dual to a point.

Proposition 25 For all k � 1,

Mk 2
1

�.q/k=2
QJac8k�4;k

2
QE8

:

In the remainder of Section 5.5 we prove Proposition 25.

5.5.2 The E8 theta function All curve classes on R of degree 1 over P1 are of
the form B�C dF for some section � 2 E8.�1/ and d � 0. Using Section 5.4 and
[5, Section 6] we find

M1.q/ D
X

�2E8.�1/

X
d�0

qW �.B�CdF /��
Z
ŒM0;0.R;B�CdF /�vir

1

D

X
�2E8.�1/

X
d�0

qd�
1
2
� 1
2
h�;�i��

�
1

�.q/
1
2

�
q
d� 1

2

D
1

�.q/
1
2

X
�2E8.�1/

q�
1
2
h�;�i�� D

1

�.q/
1
2

‚E8.z; �/:

By Section 1.5.4, ‚E8 is a Jacobi form of index 1
2
QE8 and weight 4.
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5.5.3 WDVV equation For any 1; : : : ; n 2H�.R/ define the quantum bracket

h1; : : : ; ni0;k D
X

��ˇDk

qW �ˇ �ˇ
Z
ŒM0;n.R;ˇ/�vir

Y
i

ev�i .i /:

Recall the WDVV equation from [11]: for all 1; : : : ; n 2H�.R/ with

nX
iD1

deg.i /D nC k� 2;

we haveX
kDk1Ck2

f1;:::;n�4gDS1tS2

X
`

hS1 ; a; b; �`i0;k1hS2 ; c ; d ; �
_
` i0;k2

D

X
kDk1Ck2

f1;:::;n�4gDS1tS2

X
`

hS1 ; a; c ; �`i0;k1hS2 ; b; d ; �
_
` i0;k2 ;

where
P
`�`˝�

_
`

is the Künneth decomposition of the diagonal class �2H�.R�R/.
Let also

D DDq; Di DDbi DD�i D
1

2�i

d

dzi
:

We solve for the remaining series Mk by applying the WDVV equation.

5.5.4 Proof of Proposition 25 The case k D 1 holds by Section 5.5.2. For k D 2,
recall the basis fbig of ƒ and apply the WDVV equation for .i /4`D1 D .F; F; bi ; bj /.
The result is

4hbi ; bj iM2 DDi h�1i0;1 �Dj h�2i0;1� h�1i0;1 �DiDj h�2i0;1;

where �1; �2 indicates that we sum over the diagonal splitting. Choosing i; j such
that hbi ; bj i ¤ 0 and applying the divisor equation on the right-hand side we find M2

expressed as a sum of products of derivatives of M1 . Checking the weight and index
yields the claim for M2 .

Similarly, the WDVV equation for .i /4iD1 D .p; F; F;W / yields

3M3 DM1 �D
2M2� 4D

2M1 �M2C

8X
iD1

.DiDM1 � 2DiM2�DiM1 �DiDM2/;

which completes the case k D 3.
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If k � 4, we apply the WDVV equation for .1; : : : ; k/ D .pk�2; `1; `2/ for some
`1; `2 2H

2.R/. The result is

.`1 � `2/hp
k�1
i0;k

D

X
aCbDk�4

�k�4
a

��
hpaC1; `1; �1i0;aC2hp

bC1; `2; �2i0;bC2

� hpaC2;�1i0;aC3hp
b; `1; `2; �2i0;bC1

�
:

Taking `1 � `2 D 1 and using an induction argument, the proof is complete.

5.6 Relative in terms of absolute

Let � be the lexicographic order on the set of pairs .k; g/, ie

(28) .k; g/� .k0; g0/ () k < k0 or .k D k0 and g � g0/:

Let E � R be a nonsingular fiber of � W R! P1 over the point 0 2 P1 , and recall
from Section 4 the E–relative Gromov–Witten classes

C�=E
g;k

.1; : : : ; nI �/ 2 H�.Mg;n.P
1=0; kI �//˝QŒŒq˙

1
2 ; �˙1��;

where � is the ordered cohomology weighted partition

(29) �D
�
.�1; ı1/; : : : ; .�l.�/; ıl.�//

�
with ıi 2H�.E/:

We show that the (numerical) quasi-Jacobi form property and holomorphic anomaly
equation in the absolute case imply the corresponding relative case. For the statement
and the proof we use the convention of Section 5.2.

Proposition 26 Let K;G � 0 be fixed. AssumeZ
Mg;n.P1;k/

p�.˛/\ C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ 2
1

�.q/k=2
QJack

2
QE8

for all .k; g/� .K;G/, n� 0, ˛ 2R�.Mg;n/ and 1; : : : ; n 2H�.R/. ThenZ
Mg;n.P1=0;kI�/

p�.˛/\ C�=E
g;k

.1; : : : ; nI �/ 2
1

�.q/k=2
QJack

2
QE8

for all .k; g/� .K;G/, n� 0, ˛ 2R�.Mg;n/, 1; : : : ; n 2H�.R/ and cohomology
weighted partitions �.

Similarly, if the holomorphic anomaly equation holds numerically for all classes
C�
g;k
.1; : : : ; n/ with .k; g/� .K;G/, then the relative holomorphic anomaly equation

of Conjecture D holds numerically for all C�=E
g;k

.1; : : : ; nI �/ with .k; g/� .K;G/.
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Proof The degeneration formula applied to the normal cone degeneration

(30) R R[E .P
1
�E/

expresses the absolute invariants of R in terms of the relative invariants of R=E and
.P1 �E/=E0 . The quasimodularity of the invariants of .P1 �E/=E0 relative to P1

follows from the product formula [25] and [33, Theorem 2]. We may hence view
the degeneration formula as a matrix between the absolute and relative (numerical)
invariants of R with coefficients that are quasimodular forms. By [30, Theorem 2] it
is known that the matrix is nonsingular: the absolute invariants determine the relative
invariants of R . We only need to check that the absolute terms with .k; g/� .K;G/
determine the relative ones of the same constraint, and that the quasi-Jacobi form
property is preserved by this operation. Since QJack

2
QE8

is a module over QMod, the
second statement is immediate from the induction argument used to prove the first. The
first follows from scrutinizing the algorithm in [30, Section 2] and we only sketch the
argument here.

Given .k; g/ � .K;G/, a cohomological weighted partition � as in (29), insertions
1; : : : ; n 2 H

�.R/, and a tautological class ˛ 2 R�.Mg;n/, consider the absolute
invariant

(31)
�
˛ I

nY
iD1

�0.i /

l.�/Y
iD1

��i�1.j�ıi /

�R
g;k

D

X
��ˇDk

�ˇqW �ˇ
Z
ŒMg;nCl.�/.X;ˇ/�vir

p�.˛/

nY
iD1

ev�i .i /
l.�/Y
iD1

 
�i�1
i ev�i .j�ıi /;

where we used the Gromov–Witten bracket notation of [30], j W E!R is the inclusion,
and  i are the cotangent line classes on the moduli space of stable maps to R . By
trading the  i classes for tautological classes (modulo lower-order terms) and using
the assumption on absolute invariants, we see that the series (31) is a quasi-Jacobi
form of index k

2
QE8 . We apply the degeneration formula with respect to (30) to the

invariant (31). The cohomology classes are lifted to the total space of the degeneration
as in [30, Section 2]; ie the i are lifted by pullback and the j�ıi are lifted by inclusion
of the proper transform of E �C . Using a bracket notation24 for relative invariants

24The bracket notation is explained in more detail in [30] with the difference that the ramification
profiles � are ordered here. This yields slightly different factors in the degeneration formula than in [30]
but is otherwise not important.
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parallel to the above, the degeneration formula yields

(32)
�
˛I
Y
i

�0.i / �

l.�/Y
iD1

��i�1.j�ıi /

�R
g;k

D

X
m�0I˛1;˛2

�1;:::;�mI `1;:::;`m
gDg1Cg2Cm�1
f1;:::;ngDS1tS2

Q
i �i

mŠ
h˛1I �0.S1/ j �i

R=E;�

g1;k

�

�
˛2I �0.S2/

l.�/Y
iD1

��i�1.j�ıi /
ˇ̌̌
�_
�.P1�E/=E;�
g2;k

;

where �1; : : : ; �m run over all positive integers with sum k , the `1; : : : ; `m run over
all diagonal splittings in the cohomology weighted partitions

� D .�i ; �E;`i /
m
iD1; �_ D .�i ; �

_
E;`i

/miD1;

and ˛1 , ˛2 run over all splittings of the tautological class ˛ . The sum is taken only over
the configurations of disconnected curves which yield a connected domain after gluing.

We argue now by an induction over the relative invariants of R=E with respect to the
lexicographic ordering on .k; g; n/. If the invariants of R=E in (32) (the first factor
on the right) are disconnected, each connected component is of lower degree over P1 ,
and therefore these contributions are determined by lower-order terms. Hence we may
assume that the invariants of R=E are connected. By induction over the genus we may
further assume g1 D g in (32), or equivalently g2 D 1�m. Consider a stable relative
map in the corresponding moduli space and let

f W C2! .P1 �E/Œa�

be the component which maps to an expanded pair of .P1�E;E0/. Since g2D 1�m,
the curve C2 has at least m connected components of genus 0. Since each of these
meets the relative divisor and l.�/Dm, the curve C2 is a disjoint union of genus-0
curves. The rational curves in P1�E are fibers of the projection to E . Hence we find
the right-hand side in (32) is a fiber class integral (in the language of [30]). Finally, by
induction over n we may assume S2 D¿. As in [30, Section 2.3] we make a further
induction over deg.�/ D

P
i deg.ıi / and a lexicographic ordering of the partition

parts �. Arguing as in [30, Section 1, Relation 1]25 we finally arrive at�
˛I
Y
i

�0.i / �

l.�/Y
iD1

��i�1.j�ıi /

�R
g;k

D c �

�
˛I
Y
i

�0.i /
ˇ̌̌
�

�R=E
g;k

C � � � ;

25Using the dimension constraint the class ˛2 only increases the parts �k , and hence by induction we
may assume ˛2 D 1 .
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where c 2Q is nonzero and “ � � � ” is a sum of a product of quasimodular forms and
relative invariants of R=E of lower order. By induction the lower-order terms are
quasi-Jacobi forms of index 1

2
kQE8 , which completes the proof of the quasi-Jacobi

property of the invariants of R=E .

The relative holomorphic anomaly equation follows immediately from this algorithm
and the compatibility with the degeneration formula (Proposition 21).

5.7 Proof of Theorem 23

Assume that the classes 1; : : : ; n 2 H�.S/ and ˛ 2 R�.Mg;n/ are homogeneous.
We consider the dimension constraint

(33) kCg� 1CnD deg.˛/C
nX
iD1

deg.i /;

where deg. / denotes half the real cohomological degree. The left-hand side in (33)
is the virtual dimension of Mg;n.S; ˇ/, where ��ˇ D k . If the dimension constraint
is violated, the left-hand side in Theorem 23 vanishes and the claim holds. Hence we
may assume (33).

We argue by induction on .k; g; n/ with respect to the lexicographic ordering

.k1; g1; n1/ < .k2; g2; n2/ ()

8<:
k1 < k2

or .k1 D k2 and g1 < g2/
or .k1 D k2 and g1 D g2 and n1 < n2/:

Case (i) (g D 0)

(a) If k D 0 all invariants vanish, so we may assume k > 0.

(b) If deg.˛/ > 0, then ˛ is the pushforward of a cohomology class from the
boundary �W @M0;n!M0;n :

˛ D ��˛
0:

Using ˛0 and the compatibility of the virtual class with boundary restrictions
we can replace the left-hand side of Theorem 23 by terms of lower order; see
[33, Section 3] for a parallel argument.

(c) If deg.˛/ D 0 but deg.i / � 1 for some i , then either the series is zero (if
deg.i /D 0) and the claim holds, or we can apply the divisor equation to reduce
to lower-order terms. Since derivatives of quasi-Jacobi forms are quasi-Jacobi
forms of the same index, the claim follows from the induction hypothesis.

(d) If deg.˛/D 0 and i D p for all i , the claim follows by Proposition 25.
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Case (ii) (g > 0 and deg.˛/� g ) By [9, Proposition 2] we have

˛ D ��˛
0

for some ˛0 where �W @Mg;n!Mg;n is the inclusion of the boundary. By restriction
to the boundary we are reduced to lower-order terms.

Case (iii) (g > 0 and deg.˛/ < g ) By the dimension constraint we have

nX
iD1

deg.i /�n� k:

Hence after reordering we may assume 1 D � � � D k D p. Consider the degeneration
of R to the normal cone of a nonsingular fiber E ,

R R[E .P
1
�E/:

We let �W P1�E! P1 be the projection to the first factor and let E0 denote the fiber
of � over 0 2 P1 . We apply the degeneration formula [27; 28], where we specialize
the insertions 1; : : : ; k to the component P1 �E and lift the other insertions by
pullback. In the notation of Section 4 the result is

(34) p�C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/DX
m�0

�1;:::;�mI `1;:::;`m
fkC1;:::;ngDS1tS2
gDg1Cg2Cm�1

Q
i �i

mŠ
p��

conn
�

�
C�=E;�g1;k

.S1 I �/� C�=E0;�g2;k
.pk; S2 I �

_/
�
;

where �1; : : : ; �m run over all positive integers summing up to k , `1; : : : ; `m run over
all diagonal splittings in the partitions

�D .�i ; �E;`i /
m
iD1; �_ D .�i ; �

_
E;`i

/miD1;

the map � is the gluing map along the relative markings, and �conn
� is pushforward

by � followed by taking the summands with connected domain curve.

We will show that the right-hand side of (34), when integrated against any tautological
class, is a quasi-Jacobi form of index k

2
QE8 .

By the product formula [25] and [33, Theorem 2], each term

C�=E0;�g2;k
.pk; S2 I �

_/
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is a cycle-valued quasimodular form. We consider the first factor

(35) C�=E;�g1;k
.S1 I �/

after integration against any tautological class. We make two reduction steps:

Step 1 We may assume (35) are connected Gromov–Witten invariants.

(Proof: The difference between connected and disconnected invariance is a sum of
products of connected invariants of R=E of degree lower than k over the base. Hence
by Proposition 26 and the induction hypothesis they are quasi-Jacobi forms after
integration against tautological classes.)

Step 2 We may assume g1 D g .

(Proof: If g1 < g , then the series (35) is a quasi-Jacobi form after integration, by
Proposition 26 and induction.)

By the above steps it remains to consider the terms of (35) which are connected and of
genus g . We will show that the term

p���
�
C�=Eg;k .S1 I �/� C�=E0;�g2;k

.pk; S2 I �
_/
�

is zero after integration against any tautological class. Consider a stable relative map
in the corresponding moduli space and let

f W C2! .P1 �E/Œa�

be the component which maps to an expanded pair of .P1 � E;E0/. Since g D
g1Cg2Cm�1, we have g2D 1�m, hence C2 has at least m connected components
of genus 0. Since each such component meets the relative divisor E and moreover
l.�/ D m, the domain curve of the stable map to P1 �E is a disjoint union of m
rational curves. Since rational curves are of degree 0 over the E–factor and the stable
map to P1 �E is incident to k given point insertions, the Gromov–Witten invariant is
zero unless mD k and �D .1; !/k where ! 2H 2.E/ is the point class. Case (iii)
then follows from Lemma 27 below.

Lemma 27 For all k � 0 and 1; : : : ; n 2H�.R/, we have

C�=Eg;k .1; : : : ; nI .1; !/
k/D 0;

where ! 2H 2.E/ is the class of a point.
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Proof First we consider the case k > 0. Let ˇ 2 H2.R;Z/ be a curve class with
��ˇ D k . Let L 2 Pic.R/ be the line bundle with c1.L/ D ˇ . Consider a relative
stable map to an extended relative pair of .R;E/ in class ˇ ,

f W C !RŒa�:

Since R is rational, the universal family of curves on R in a given class is a linear
system. Hence the intersection of f .C / with the distinguished relative divisor E�RŒn�
satisfies

OE .f .C /\E/D LjE :

Let x1; : : : ; xk 2 E be fixed points with OE .x1C : : :C xk/¤ LjE . It follows that
no stable relative map in class ˇ is incident to .x1; : : : ; xk/ at the relative divisor. We
conclude

ŒMg;n.R=E; ˇI .1/
k/�vir

�

Y
iD1

evrel�
i .Œxi �/D 0;

which implies the claim.

It remains to consider the case k D 0. We have the equality of moduli spaces

Mg;n.R=E; dF I .//DMg;n.R; dF /:

Under this identification the obstruction sheaf of stable maps to R relative to E for a
fixed source curve C is

ObC;f DH
1.C; f �TR=E /;

where TR=E D�R.logE/_ is the log tangent bundle relative to E . Since KRCED0,
there exists a meromorphic 2–form

� 2H 0.R;�2R.E//

with a simple pole along E and nowhere-vanishing outside E . By the construction
[41, Section 4.1.1], the form � yields a surjection

ObC;f !C;

which in turn induces a nowhere-vanishing cosection of the perfect obstruction theory
on the moduli space. By [21] we conclude

ŒMg;n.R=E; dF I . //�
vir
D 0;

which implies the claim.
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5.8 Proof of Theorem 24

The holomorphic anomaly equation is implied by the following compatibilities, which
cover all steps in the algorithm used in the proof of Theorem 23:

� The compatibility with boundary restrictions (parallel to [33, Section 2.5]).

� The compatibility with the degeneration formula (Proposition 26).

� The compatibility with the WDVV equation (special case of (i)).

� The compatibility with the divisor equation (follows by proving a refined weight
statement parallel to [33, Section 3]).

� The holomorphic anomaly equation holds for
R
C0;1. /D‚E8��1=2 .

6 The Schoen Calabi–Yau threefold

6.1 Preliminaries

Let X DR1 �P1 R2 be a Schoen Calabi–Yau and recall the notation from Section 0.2.
In particular we have the commutative diagram of fibrations

(36)

X

R1 R2

P1

�2 �1

�

p1 p2

Let ˛ 2H2.R1;Z/ be a curve class. For all .g; ˛/ … f.0; 0/; .1; 0/g, define

Fg;˛.z2; q2/D

Z
C�2g;˛. /D

X
�2�ˇD˛

q
W2�ˇ
2 �

ˇ
2

Z
Mg.X;ˇ/�vir

1:

For all .g; k/ … f.0; 0/; .1; 0/g, we have

(37) Fg;k.z1; z2; q1; q2/ D
X

˛2H2.R1;Z/
p1�˛Dk

Fg;˛.z2; q2/q
W1�˛
1 e.z1 �˛/:

We first prove a weaker version of Theorem 1.
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Proposition 28 We have

Fg;k 2
1

�.q1/k=2
QJac.q1;z1/k

2
QE8
˝

1

�.q2/k=2
QJac.q2;z2/k

2
QE8

:

Proof The Schoen Calabi–Yau can be written as a complete intersection

X � P1 �P2 �P2

cut out by sections of tridegree .1; 3; 0/ and .1; 0; 3/. Hence there exist smooth elliptic
fibers Ei �Ri of �i for i D 1; 2 and a degeneration

(38) X .R1 �E2/[E1�E2 .E1 �R2/

which is compatible with the fibration structure of diagram (36).

The degeneration formula applied with respect to this degeneration yields

(39) Fg;k D
X
m�0

�1;:::;�m;`1;:::;`m
gDg1Cg2Cl.�/�1

Q
i �i

mŠ
h¿j�i.R1�E2/=.E1�E2/;�

g1;k
h¿j�_i.E1�R2/=.E1�E2/;�

g2;k
;

where �1; : : : ; �m run over all positive integers summing up to k , the `1; : : : ; `m run
over all diagonal splittings in the weighted partition

�D .�i ; �E1�E2;`i /
m
iD1; �_ D .�i ; �

_
E1�E2;`i

/miD1;

and the sum is over those disconnected stable maps on each side which yield a connected
domain after gluing (the bullet � reminds us of the disconnected invariants); moreover
we have used

h¿j�i.R1�E2/=.E1�E2/;�
g1;k

D

X
��ˇDk

h¿j�i.R1�E2/=.E1�E2/;�
g1;ˇ

q
W
.R1/

1 �ˇ

1 q
W
.E2/

2 �ˇ

2 exp.z1�ˇ/;

where we use the Gromov–Witten bracket notation on the right side and

W
.R1/
1 ; W

.E2/
2 2H 2.R1 �E2/

are the pullbacks of W1 2H 2.R1/ and the point class Œ0� 2H 2.E/, respectively. The
definition of the second factor in (39) is parallel.
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We will show

(40) h¿j�i.R1�E2/=.E1�E2/;�
g1;k

2
1

�.q1/k=2
QJac.q1;z1/k

2
QE8
˝QMod.q2/:

By an induction argument it is enough to prove the statement for connected Gromov–
Witten invariants. Let us write

�D .�i ; ci ˝ di /
m
iD1 for ci 2H�.E1/; di 2H�.E2/:

Then the relative product formula [25] yields

h¿j�i.R1�E2/=.E1�E2/
g1;k

D

Z
Mg;m

p�C
R1=E1
g1;k

.¿I .�i ; ci /i / � CE2g1 .d1; : : : ; dm/;

where p is the forgetful map to Mg;m . By [18; 33], the class CE2g1 .d1; : : : ; dm/ is a
linear combination of tautological classes with coefficients that are quasimodular forms.
Using Theorem 23 and Proposition 26 we obtain (40).

By an identical argument for E1 �R2 we conclude that

Fg;k 2
1

�.q1/k=2
QJac.q1;z1/k

2
QE8
˝

1

�.q2/k=2
QJac.q2;z2/k

2
QE8

:

6.2 Proof of Theorem 1

We first show that the classes C�2g;˛. / satisfy the holomorphic anomaly equation
numerically, ie after taking degrees. Using the degeneration (38) and the compatibility
of the holomorphic anomaly equation with the degeneration formula (Proposition 21),
the holomorphic anomaly equation for

R
C�2g;˛ follows from the holomorphic anomaly

equations for the elliptic fibrations

pr1W R1 �E2!R1 and idE1 �p2W E1 �R2!E1 �P1

relative to E1�E2 . To show the holomorphic anomaly equation for R1�E2 (relative
to E1�E2 ) we again apply the product formula [25] and use the holomorphic anomaly
equation for the elliptic curve [33]. For E1 �R2 we apply the product formula and
Theorem 24. Hence C�2g;˛. / satisfies the holomorphic anomaly equation numerically.

From Lemma* 16, after numerical specialization it follows that

Fg;˛ 2
\

�2E
.2/
8

Ker.T�/;
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or equivalently, that Fg;˛ satisfies the elliptic transformation law.26 By (37), and since
Fg;k is symmetric under exchanging .z1; q1/ and .z2; q2/, we obtain

Fg;k 2
\

�12E
.1/
8 ; �22E

.2/
8

Ker.T�1 ˝T�2/:

Similarly, the series Fg;k is invariant under reflection along the elliptic fibers of �1
and �2 . Since every reflection along a root can be written as a composition of translation
and reflection at the origin, we conclude that

Fg;k 2
1

�.q1/k=2
fJac.q1;z1/

E8;k
˝

1

�.q2/k=2
fJac.q2;z2/

E8;k
:

Finally, the weight of the bi-quasi-Jacobi form follows from the holomorphic anomaly
equation; see Section 3.1 and [33, Section 2.6].

6.3 Proof of Theorem 2

Assume first g > 2 or k > 0. Using (37) and Proposition* 19,27 we find

(41)
d

dC2.q2/
Fg;k

D

X
p1�˛Dk

q
W1�˛
1 �˛1

�
hKR1 C˛; ˛iFg�1;˛ C

X
gDg1Cg2
˛D˛1C˛2

h˛1; ˛2iFg1;˛1Fg2;˛2

�
:

We analyze the terms on the right side. If we write ˛ D kW C dF C ˛0 for some
d � 0 and ˛0 2E

.1/
8 , then we have

h˛; ˛i D 2kd Ch˛0; ˛0i; hKR1 ; ˛i D �k:

Hence the first term in the bracket on the right of (41) can be written asX
p1�˛Dk

q
W1�˛
1 �˛1 hKR1 C˛; ˛iFg�1;˛

D

�
�kC 2kDq1 �

8X
i;jD1

.Q�1E8/ijDz1;iDz1;j

�
Fg�1;k :

26Since Fg;˛ is invariant under translation by sections of �2 , this also follows from Section 3.4.
27In the proof of Theorem 1 we have shown that Conjectures A and B hold for the Schoen Calabi–Yau

numerically. Hence we may apply Proposition* 19 unconditionally.
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With a similar argument the sumX
p1�˛Dk

q
W1�˛
1 �˛1

X
gDg1Cg2
˛D˛1C˛2

g1�2 or p1�˛1>0
g2�2 or p1�˛2>0

h˛1; ˛2iFg1;˛1Fg2;˛2

yields exactly the second term on the right in Theorem 2. Using Lemma 29 below, the
remaining terms are

2
X

p1�˛Dk

q
W1�˛
1 �˛1

X
g 02f0;1gI `�1

h˛� `F1; `F1iFg�g 0;˛�`F1Fg 0;`F1

D 2
X

p1�˛Dk

q
W1�˛
1 �˛1

X
`�1

k` � Fg�1;˛�`F1 � 12
�.`/

`

D

�
24k

X
`�1

�.`/q`1

�
Fg�1;k :

Putting all three expressions together yields the desired expression.

Finally, if g D 2 and k D 0 a similar analysis shows

d

dC2.q2/
F2;0 D 0:

Lemma 29 For all .`1; `2/¤ 0 we have

NXg;`1F1C`2F2 D

�
12ı`10�.`2/=`2C 12ı`20�.`1/=`1 if g D 1;
0 if g ¤ 1:

Proof Using the degeneration (38) we have

NXg;`1F1C`2F2 D h¿j¿i
.R1�E2/=.E1�E2/

g;`1F1C`2F2
Ch¿j¿i.E1�R2/=.E1�E2/

g;`1F1C`2F2
:

Because the surface E1 �E2 carries a holomorphic symplectic form, all Gromov–
Witten invariants of P1 �E1 �E2 with nontrivial curve degree over E1 �E2 vanish.
Hence by a degeneration argument we have

h¿j¿i.R1�E2/=.E1�E2/
g;`1F1C`2F2

D h¿iR1�E2
g;`1F1C`2F2

:

The expression for the second term is parallel. Now the result follows by adding in
markings, using the divisor equation and applying the product formula.
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6.4 Proof of Corollary 3

Since the series Fg;˛ satisfies the holomorphic anomaly equation, the disconnected
series F �g;˛ satisfies (22). The claim now follows from Lemma 7.

7 Abelian surfaces

7.1 Overview

We present (Section 7.2) and prove numerically (Section 7.4) the holomorphic anomaly
equation for the reduced Gromov–Witten theory of abelian surfaces in primitive classes.
The quasimodularity of the theory was proven previously in [6]. The result and strategy
of proof is almost identical to the case of K3 surfaces which appeared in detail in
[33, Section 0.6], and we will be brief. Since we work with reduced Gromov–Witten
theory, an additional term appears in the holomorphic anomaly equation for both abelian
and K3 surfaces. This term appeared somewhat mysteriously in [33] in the form of a
certain operator � . In Section 7.3 we explain how it arises naturally from the theory of
quasi-Jacobi forms.

7.2 Results

Let E1; E2 be nonsingular elliptic curves and consider the abelian surface

ADE1 �E2

elliptically fibered over E1 via the projection � to the first factor,

� W A!E1:

Let 0E2 2E2 be the zero and fix the section

�W E1 DE1 � 0E2 ,! A:

A pair of integers .d1; d2/ determines a class in H2.A;Z/ by

.d1; d2/D d1��ŒE1�C d2j�ŒE2�;

where j W 0E1 �E2! A is the inclusion.

Since A carries a holomorphic symplectic form, the virtual fundamental class of
Mg;n.A; ˇ/ vanishes if ˇ ¤ 0. A nontrivial Gromov–Witten theory of A is defined
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by the reduced virtual class ŒMg;n.A; ˇ/�
red ; see [6] for details. For any 1; : : : ; n

in H�.A/ define the reduced primitive potential

Ag.1; : : : ; n/D
1X
dD0

qd��

�
ŒMg;n.A; .1; d//�

red
nY
iD1

ev�i .i /
�
2H�.Mg;n.E1; 1//ŒŒq��:

By deformation invariance the classes Ag determine the Gromov–Witten classes of
any abelian surface in primitive classes.

Conjecture E Ag;n.1; : : : ; n/ 2 QMod˝H�.Mg;n.E1; 1//.

We state the reduced holomorphic anomaly equation. For any � 2H�.A/, define the
endomorphism A.�/W H�.A/!H�.A/ by

A.�/ D �[����./��
���.�[ / for all  2H�.A/:

Define the operator T� by28

T�Ag;n.1; : : : ; n/D
nX
iD1

Ag;n.1; : : : ; A.�/i ; : : : ; n/:

Let V �H 2.A;Q/ be the orthogonal complement to fŒE1�; ŒE2�g and define

(42) T� D�

4X
i;jD1

.G�1/ijTbiTbj ;

where fbig is a basis of V and G D .hbi ; bj i/i;j .

Recall also the virtual class on the moduli space of degree 0,

ŒMg;n.A; 0/�
vir
D

�
ŒM0;n �A� if g D 0;
0 if g � 1;

where we used the identification Mg;n.A; 0/DMg;n �A. We define

Avir
g .1; : : : ; n/D ��

�
ŒMg;n.A; 0/�vir

Y
i

ev�i .i /
�
:

28The notation T� (serif) matches the expected value of the action of the anomaly operator T�
(sans-serif) given in Lemma* 16. The operator T� is defined independently of the modular properties
of A .
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Consider the class in H�.Mg;n.E1; 1// defined by

(43) HA
g .1; : : : ; n/D

���
ŠAg�1.1; : : : ; n; 1; 1/C2

X
gDg1Cg2

f1;:::;ngDS1tS2

j��
Š
�
Ag1.S1 ; 1/�Avir

g2
.S2 ; 1/

�
�2

nX
iD1

Ag.1; : : : ; i�1; ����i ; iC1; : : : ; n/[ iCT�Ag.1; : : : ; n/:

Conjecture F d

dC2
Ag.1; : : : ; n/D HA

g .1; : : : ; n/.

Let pW Mg;n.E1; 1/!Mg;n be the forgetful map, and recall the tautological subring
R�.Mg;n/�H

�.Mg;n/. In the unstable cases we will use the convention of Section 5.2.
By [6], Conjecture E holds numerically:

(44)
Z
Mg;n.E1;1/

p�.˛/\Ag.1; : : : ; n/ 2 QMod

for all tautological classes ˛ 2R�.Mg;n/. We show the holomorphic anomaly equation
holds numerically as well.

Theorem 30 For any tautological class ˛ 2R�.Mg;n/,

d

dC2

Z
p�.˛/\Ag.1; : : : ; n/D

Z
p�.˛/\HA

g .1; : : : ; n/:

7.3 Discussion of the anomaly equation

The holomorphic anomaly equation for abelian and K3 surfaces (see [33]) require two
modifications to Conjecture B. The first is the modified splitting term (the second term
on the right-hand side of (43)). It arises naturally from the formula for the restriction
of the reduced virtual class Œ � �red to boundary components; see eg [31, Section 7.3].

The second modification in (43) is the term T�Ag.1; : : : ; n/, which appears for K3
surfaces in [33, Section 0.6] in its explicit form. To explain its origin we consider the
difference in definition of the Gromov–Witten potentials C�g;k and A. The class C�g;k
is defined by summing over all classes ˇ on X which are of degree k over the base,
while for A we fix the base class ŒE1� and sum over the fiber direction ŒE1�C dŒE2�.
The latter corresponds to taking the �0–coefficient of the quasi-Jacobi form C�g;k . By
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Proposition 10 the C2–derivative of this �0–coefficient then naturally acquires an extra
term, which exactly matches T�Ag .

To make the discussion more concrete consider a rational elliptic surface � W R! P1

and consider the �0–coefficient of the class Cg;kD1 ,

Rg.1; : : : ; n/D ŒC�g;1.1; : : : ; n/��0 :

The class Rg should roughly correspond to the classes Ag for abelian and Kg for K3
surfaces.29 Assuming Conjecture A and using Section 1.5.3 we find Rg is a cycle-
valued SL2.Z/–quasimodular form. Assuming Conjecture B and using Proposition 10
then yields the holomorphic anomaly equation

d

dC2
Rg.1; : : : ; n/D

���
ŠRg�1.1; : : : ; n; 1; 1/C 2

X
gDg1Cg2

f1;:::;ngDS1tS2

j��
Š
�
Rg1.S1 ; 1/� C�g2;0.S2 ; 1/

�
� 2

nX
iD1

Rg.1; : : : ; i�1; ����i ; iC1; : : : ; n/[ i CT�Rg.1; : : : ; n/;

where the operator T� is defined as in (42) but with V replaced by H 2
?

. Hence we
recover the same term as for abelian and K3 surfaces.

7.4 Proof of Theorem 30

The quasimodularity (44) was proven in [6] by an effective calculation scheme using
the following ingredients: (i) an abelian vanishing equation, (ii) tautological relations /
restriction to boundary, (iii) divisor equation, (iv) degeneration to the normal cone of
an elliptic fiber. One checks that each such step is compatible with the holomorphic
anomaly equation. For the K3 surface this was done in detail in [33], and the abelian
surface case is parallel.

Appendix A Cohomological field theories

A.1 Introduction

A cohomological field theory (CohFT) � is a collection of classes

�g;n.v1; : : : ; vn/ 2H
�.Mg;n; A/

29The classes Kg are the analogues of Ag for K3 surfaces; see [33, Section 1.6] for a definition.
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satisfying certain splitting axioms with respect to the boundary divisors of Mg;n ;
see [19] for an introduction. Here the CohFT has coefficients in some commutative
Q–algebra A. Pushing forward the Gromov–Witten virtual class (after capping with
classes pulled back from the target space) is one of the main ways of constructing
cohomological field theories.

There are two important group actions on CohFTs. The first is by the automorphism
group Aut.A/ of the coefficient ring A. The second is Givental’s R–matrix action,
which involves the boundary geometry of Mg;n . Teleman [44] proved that for semi-
simple CohFTs, any two CohFTs with the same values on M0;3 are related by the
action of a unique R–matrix. This has the following consequence relating the two
actions. Suppose that � is a CohFT and � 2 Aut.A/ is an automorphism fixing �0;3 .
Then there must exist a corresponding R–matrix taking � to �.�/ under Givental’s
action. For nonsemisimple theories, such a correspondence may still exist but is not
guaranteed.

Now suppose that D is a derivation of A and we are interested in a formula for D.�/.
In this case, exp.tD/ is an automorphism of AŒŒt ��, so we may ask whether � and
exp.tD/.�/ are related by some R–matrix. If they are, then taking the linear part of
Givental’s R–matrix action gives a formula for D.�/. In other words, derivations of
the coefficient ring correspond sometimes to a linearization of the R–matrix action.

In this appendix we will apply this perspective to the holomorphic anomaly equations
conjectured in this paper. Things are more difficult than in the discussion above because
the � –relative Gromov–Witten generating series C�g;k discussed in this paper is not quite
a CohFT (as it takes values in H�.Mg;n.B; k//, not in H�.Mg;n/). In Section A.2 we
address this issue by defining weak B –valued field theories, and then in Section A.3
we define an (infinitesimal) R–matrix action on these theories. In Section A.4 we
describe how our conjectured holomorphic anomaly equations can be expressed via a
function from the Jacobi Lie algebra to the space of R–matrices satisfying a cocycle
condition.

A.2 Weak B –valued field theories

Let B be a nonsingular projective variety. For convenience, let H D H�.B;Q/.
Let V be a finitely generated H –module with a perfect30 pairing of H –modules

30By Poincaré duality of B the pairing � is perfect if and only if the Q–valued pairing
R
B � is perfect.
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�W V � V ! H and a distinguished element 1 2 V . Let A be a commutative Q–
algebra. Then a weak B –valued field theory31 � on .V; �; 1/ with coefficients in A is
a collection of maps

�k
g;nW V

˝n
!H�.Mg;n.B; k//˝A

(all tensor products taken over Q unless otherwise stated) defined for all g; n� 0 and
k 2H2.B;Z/ with 2g� 2Cn > 0 or k> 0, satisfying the following four conditions:

(i) Each map �k
g;n is Hn–equivariant, where the i th copy of H acts on the i th

factor of V ˝n and by pulling back classes to Mg;n.B; k/ using the evaluation
map at the i th marked point.

(ii) Each map �k
g;n is Sn–equivariant, where Sn acts by permuting the factors of

V ˝n and permuting the labels of marked points in Mg;n.B; k/.

(iii) For any classes v;w 2 V ,

�00;3.1; v; w/D �.v;w/

under the isomorphism H�.M0;3.B; 0//˝AŠH ˝A.

For the fourth condition, we will need two further definitions. First, define the quantum
product � on V ˝A by the property

�00;3.u; v; w/D �.u� v;w/:

Second, suppose that �W Mg;nC1 ! Mg;nC2 is defined by replacing the marked
point pnC1 by a rational bubble containing two marked points pnC1; pnC2 . Let
F be the fiber product of this map and the forgetful map Mg;nC2.B; k/!Mg;nC2 .
One connected component of F is naturally isomorphic to Mg;nC1.B; k/. Given any
class ˛ 2H�.Mg;nC2.B; k/, let �]˛ 2H�.Mg;nC1.B; k// be the restriction of �Š˛ to
this component. Then our fourth condition is:

(iv) For any g; n; k, and v1; : : : ; vnC2 ,

�]�k
g;nC2.v1; : : : ; vnC2/D�

k
g;nC1.v1; : : : ; vn; vnC1 � vnC2/:

31The word “weak” in this name refers to the fact that we only use a single boundary divisor in
condition (iv) of the definition. The analogous condition in the definition of a cohomological field theory
uses all boundary divisors of Mg;n .
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It is straightforward to check that the � –relative Gromov–Witten generating series C�g;k
discussed in this paper forms a weak B–valued field theory on .H�.X;Q/; �; 1/

with coefficients in QŒŒq
1
2 ; ���, where the pairing is given by �.˛; ˇ/ WD ��.˛ˇ/. If

we assume Conjecture A then we may take the coefficient ring A to be the algebra
QJacŒ��1=2�.

A.3 Matrix actions

In this section, we define a matrix action on weak B –valued field theories that should
be viewed as an infinitesimal analogue of Givental’s R–matrix action on cohomological
field theories. Fix the data .V; �; 1/ and the coefficient ring A as before. Let R.V; �/
be the (associative) algebra of formal Laurent series

M D � � �CM�1z
�1
CM0CM1zC � � � ;

where Mi is an element of V˝HV for i�0 and an element of End.V /DHomH .V; V /
for i < 0 (and vanishes for all i sufficiently negative). The multiplication on R.V; �/ is
defined by contraction by the pairing �W V ˝H V !H along with the homomorphism

V ˝H V ! End.V /

defined by .a˝ b/.v/D �.b; v/a .

Let M be an element of R.V; �/˝A satisfying the following two conditions:

(a) Let MC 2 V ˝H V ŒŒz��˝A be the part of M with nonnegative powers of z .
Then we require that

MC.z/CM
t
C.�z/D 0;

where M t
C

is defined by interchanging the two copies of V in V ˝H V .

(b) The principal part of M is of the form

M �MC Dmvz
�1;

where v2V ˝A and mv 2End.V /˝A is the operator of quantum multiplication
by v .

Given a weak B –valued theory � on the above data, we define new maps

.rM�/
k
g;nW V

˝n
!H�.Mg;n.B; k//˝A
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by

.rM�/
k
g;n.v1; : : : ; vn/ WD

�
1
2
���

Š�k
g�1;nC2.v1; : : : ; vn; E/

�
1
2

X
gDg1Cg2

f1;:::;ngDS1tS2
kDk1Ck2

j��
Š
�
�

k1
g1;jS1jC1

.vS1 ; E
.1//��k2

g2;jS2jC1
.vS2 ; E

.2//
�

C

nX
iD1

�k
g;n.v1; : : : ; vi�1;MCvi ; viC1; : : : ; vn/

�p��
k
g;nC1.v1; : : : ; vn; zM1/;

where E is any lift of

MC.z/CM
t
C
.z0/

zC z0
2 .V ˝H V /ŒŒz; z

0��˝A

to .V ˝Q V /ŒŒz; z
0��˝A, we are using notation as in Conjecture B, and all z variables

should be replaced by capping with the corresponding  classes.

We make some comments on rM�:

(1) If � is a weak B –valued field theory with coefficients in A, then �C t � rM�
is a weak B –valued field theory with coefficients in AŒt�=t2 .

(2) Our main holomorphic anomaly equation, Conjecture B, can be restated as saying

TqC� D r�2.1˝1/zC� ;

where Tq is the derivation defined in Section 1.3.3 on the coefficient ring
AD QJacŒ��1=2�.

(3) If M D mvz�1 for some v 2 V ˝A, then MC D 0 and the definition above
simplifies to

.rmvz�1�/
k
g;n.v1; : : : ; vn/D�p��

k
g;nC1.v1; : : : ; vn; v/:

Then the divisor equation says that

DqC� D r�mW z�1C
� ; D�C� D r�m�z�1C

� :

A.4 The derivation–matrix correspondence

The derivations Tq;Dq;D� on QJac generate the Jacobi Lie algebra. We have seen
above that the action of each of these derivations on C� is given by some matrix
action rM . The following general result extends this to the entire Jacobi Lie algebra.
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Proposition 31 Let � be a weak B –valued theory on .V; �; 1/ with coefficients in A.
Suppose that D1;D2 are Q–linear derivations of A and M1;M2 2R.V; �/˝A satisfy
the conditions (a) and (b) used to define rM1�; rM2� above. If

Di�D rMi�

for i D 1; 2, then

ŒD1;D2��D rŒM1;M2�CD1.M2/�D2.M1/�:

Sketch of proof We can compute D1D2�DD1rM2� by applying the derivation D1
to the definition of rM2�, then replacing D1� in the result with rM1�, and finally
expanding rM1� using its definition. Repeating this procedure for D2D1� and
taking the difference, most terms cancel. The noncanceling terms come from several
different sources (applying Di to the coefficients of Mj ; M1 and M2 not necessarily
commuting; p� i ¤  i ; M0;2.B; 0/ being unstable) and sum to the claimed matrix
action.

Assuming Conjecture B and applying this result to C� , we have the following corollary:

Corollary* 32 Let J be the Jacobi Lie algebra of derivations of QJac generated
by Tq , Dq and D� . Then there exists a function

f W J !R.V; �/˝QJacŒ��1=2�
such that

DC� D rf .D/C�

for all D 2 J .

It is straightforward to compute the function f above from the initial values, the
commutator formulas in (12), and the formula in Proposition 31:

(45)

f .Tq/D�2.1˝ 1/z
1; f .T�/D .�˝ 1� 1˝�/;

f .Dq/D�mW z
�1; f .D�/D�m�z

�1;

f
�
�
1
2
ŒTq;Dq�

�
D .W ˝ 1� 1˝W /; f .ŒT�;D��/Dm����.��/z

�1:

Lemmas* 14 and 16 can be recovered from the values of f
�
�
1
2
ŒTq;Dq�

�
and f .T�/.

The fact that the function f satisfies the Lie algebra cocycle condition

f .ŒA;B�/D Œf .A/; f .B/�CA.f .B//�B.f .A//

can be viewed as a check on Conjecture B.
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Appendix B K3 fibrations

B.1 Definition

The second cohomology of a nonsingular projective K3 surface S is a rank-22 lattice
with intersection form

H 2.S;Z/Š U ˚U ˚U ˚E8.�1/˚E8.�1/;

where U D
�
0
1
1
0

�
is the hyperbolic lattice. Consider a primitive embedding

ƒ�H 2.S;Z/

of signature .1; r � 1/ and let v1; : : : ; vr 2ƒ be an integral basis.

Let X be a nonsingular projective variety with line bundles

L1; : : : ; Lr !X:

A ƒ–polarized K3 fibration is a flat morphism

� W X ! B

with connected fibers satisfying the following properties:32

(i) The smooth fibers X� of � for � 2 B are ƒ–polarized K3 surfaces via

vi 7! Li jX� :

(ii) There exists a � 2ƒ which restricts to a quasipolarization on all smooth fibers
of � simultaneously.

Given a curve class k 2 H2.B;Z/ and classes 1; : : : ; n 2 H�.X/ we define the
� –relative Gromov–Witten potential

C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ D
X
��ˇDk

q
L1�ˇ
1 � � � qLr �ˇr ��

�
ŒMg;n.X; ˇ/�

vir
nY
iD1

ev�i .i /
�
;

where � W Mg;n.X; ˇ/!Mg;n.B; k/ is the morphism induced by � .

32We refer to [22] for the definition of a ƒ–polarized K3 surface.
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Problem Find a ring of quasimodular objects R � QŒŒq˙11 ; : : : ; q˙1r �� (depending
only on ƒ) such that for all g , k and 1; : : : ; n we have

C�g;k.1; : : : ; n/ 2H�.Mg;n.B; k//˝R:

By quasimodular objects we mean here functions of q1; : : : ; qr which have modular
properties after adding a dependence on nonholomorphic parameters. We moreover
ask the derivative along the nonholomorphic parameters to induce a derivation on R.
We expect the classes Cg;k to be governed by a holomorphic anomaly equation taking
a shape similar to Conjecture B. We discuss a basic example in the next section.

B.2 An example

The STU model is a particular nonsingular projective Calabi–Yau threefold X which
admits a K3 fibration

� W X ! P1

polarized by the hyperbolic lattice U via line bundles L1; L2! X . Every smooth
fiber X� of � (� 2 P1/ is an elliptic K3 surface with section. The line bundles Li
restrict to

L1jX� D F; L2jX� D S CF;

where S; F 2H 2.X� ;Z/ are the section and fiber classes, respectively.

By [22, Proposition 5] we have the following basic evaluation of the � –relative potential
of X :

(46)
Z

C0;0.L2; L2; L2/D 2
E4.q1/E6.q1/

�.q1/
�

E4.q2/

j.q1/� j.q2/
;

where Ek D 1CO.q/ are the Eisenstein series and j.q/ D q�1 CO.1/ is the j –
function, and the expansion on the right-hand side is taken in the region jq1j< jq2j. It
is hence plausible for R to be the ring (of Laurent expansions in the region jq1j< jq2j)
of meromorphic functions of q1 and q2 which are quasimodular in each variable and
have poles only at q1 D q2 and qi D 0 for i 2 f1; 2g. The modularity in each variable
on the right-hand side of (46) is in agreement with the expected holomorphic anomaly
equation.
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